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Experience a first-class service, whether you require a complete redesign of your home interior,
simply want to add a touch of your personal style or stage your home for sale, our designers will
make sure every detail is perfect, even down to the very last stitch.
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STRATEGY FOR SUCCESS

A strategy
for success

OPEN YOUR DOOR
TO THE WORLD
Market your property with Fine & Country
in over 300 locations across 5 continents

Professional property marketing on a local,
regional, national and international level.

For more information or for a free valuation,
please contact: +44 (0)207 079 1515
parklane@fineandcountry.com
fineandcountry.com
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STRATEGY FOR SUCCESS

F

ine & Country understands moving home is one
of the most important decisions you can make;
your home is both a financial and emotional
investment.
Fine & Country takes the instruction to sell your home as
a privilege, an honour and as a very serious commitment
to you. Through excellent marketing, we deliver an
efficient sales process and a courteous, careful service.
The more expensive property demands a more extensive
presentation in order to enhance the character of the
property, the location, the area, the facilities and the
lifestyle – for all prospective buyers.
The widespread exposure of your property is crucial. In
today’s market not only is the mobility of buyers greater
than ever, but also the ways in which they may access
information.
Your prospective buyer could come from, quite literally,
anywhere - through local and regional marketing,
through national newspapers and magazines or,
increasingly, internationally using the interactive
technologies such as the internet, touchscreens and
mobile phones.
Instruct Fine & Country and you could benefit from
our knowledge, experience, expertise and contacts and
our well trained, educated and courteous staff. You are
assisted, advised and informed through each stage of the
whole transaction.

“Sophisticated, intelligent and
creative marketing that provides
the type of information buyers
would never normally see – it is a
case of presenting and promoting
your property as if it were our own.”
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News
> Fine & Country expands in Portugal
Fine & Country opened its 13th Portuguese office this January,
with Fine & Country Cascais joining offices in Comporta, Porto,
Estoril, Chiado Lisbon, Marques do Pombal Lisbon, and six
locations along the Algarve. The office has been established by
Charles Roberts and Nuno Durão, Managing Partners of
Fine & Country Portugal. “Fine & Country is now a well-known
brand all over Portugal, recognised for specialising in high-end
properties,” says Roberts.
Cascais is a sought-after residential area, with many properties
having views along the Estoril coast. The new branch will offer
residential properties in Lisbon’s central business district and in
the Cascais area. These districts have seen a surge in demand
over the past 12 months, with prices rising over 10% per annum.
Fine & Country Cascais
+351 214 643 636
infoirg@fineandcountry.com

> Interior Design update
Fine & Country Interior Design, which launched in 2017, has
expanded its network of top interior design firms across the
world. Experts at matching clients with design firms to ensure
dream interiors become a reality, Fine & Country Interior Design
performs services from home-staging to sell a property faster, to
full renovations.
New designers include Landmass London, a unique design
firm specialising in comprehensive spatial design with a holistic
approach to ensure maximum space and light are achieved for
clients’ properties.
Another recent joiner, Rebecca Hughes Interiors, is a
creatively inspired design studio that specialises in
designing beautifully curated contemporary family homes
and collaborating with clients to transform their homes
into luxurious, livable spaces.
Fine & Country Interior Design
+44 (0)203 490 5855
interiordesign@fineandcountry.com
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> Increases in brand awareness
Fine & Country has increased target audience brand awareness to
47.79%, an increase of 8% since April 2016. Customer satisfaction
was also up by almost a percentage point, with 98.96% of people
surveyed who had used Fine & Country in the past willing to
recommend our services. These results mean almost half of
Fine & Country’s demographic are aware of the brand.
The survey also showed that 87% of people who invited us to
value their home chose to instruct Fine & Country.
Take their word for it and book a property valuation today at
fineandcountry.com or email parklane@fineandcountry.com

> New office in Marbella
A new office has opened covering the desirable areas of Marbella
and Puerto Banús on the Costa del Sol, Spain. Between the two
towns is the glittering ‘Golden Mile’, packed with extravagant
hotels, prestigious nightlife, and some of the most desirable
residential real estate in the country.
Marbella is known as a hotspot for the world’s super-rich, with a
fine collection of yachts in the harbour, which is overlooked by
designer clothing stores and restaurants serving superb cuisine.
The new branch, which opened in January 2018, joins six other
Spanish Fine & Country offices, including locations such as
Barcelona, Mijas and Ibiza.
Fine & Country Marbella and Puerto Banús
+34 952 930532
marbella.puertobanus@fineandcountry.com

> Cyprus launch event attended by president
Fine & Country Cyprus held an incredibly successful launch party
with over 200 attendees, including Nicos Anastasiades, President
of the Republic of Cyprus, who gave a speech to welcome the
new office to the island.
The launch event, held on the 24th January, marks
Fine & Country’s first office in Cyprus. The new office will be run
by Angelos Nicolaides, who already runs a successful real estate
business in Larnaca, Cyprus.
Cyprus has a long history and a rich culture that spans
10,000 years, making it one of the oldest civilisations in the
Mediterranean. It has fascinating cultural sights, monuments
and galleries.
Fine & Country Cyprus
+35 724 828240
cyprus@fineandcountry.com
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TRAVEL

The choice of kings
Cascais was a minor fishing village, until King Luís I chose it
as his royal summer retreat in the 1800s. Now, it’s a cosmopolitan
suburb of Lisbon and one of the richest municipalities in Portugal.
Giselle Whiteaker explores the area.
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“

M

ay I see your booking confirmation?” asks the
well-groomed man at the reception at Hotel
Quinta da Marinha on the fringe of Cascais in
Portugal. He glances at the email and points out that we are
one month early. Without batting an eyelash, he tells us
not to worry as he swiftly amends the dates, upgrading my
friend Katy and I to a suite room in the process. “Could we
change our golf lesson booked for next month too?” I ask
shamefacedly. “Certainly,” he says, only a small twitch of
his mouth belying his mirth at my obvious organisational
deficiency. Within moments we are ensconced in our
spacious suite, golf lesson booked, ready to make the most
of what this lovely area of Portugal has to offer. We start
by nibbling on the pastéis de nata, Portuguese custard
tarts, left as a welcome, setting the bottle of port aside for
later consumption.
Settled in, we freshen up for dinner. We have a reservation
at the hotel’s Rocca restaurant, a homely yet chic space on
the lower floor. The single flower on our table in the lovely
dining space is so brightly coloured I have to touch it to
make sure it’s real. After fierce negotiations, we decide to
share all of our dishes: veal carpaccio with Parmesan and
capers, shrimps “Au Sauté” with garlic and olive oil, pink
tuna steak with sweet potato mousseline and haricot, and
tenderloin steak with garlic, coriander, potatoes and an egg
on top. Much to our surprise, the chef, knowing our sharing
plan, divides the portions for us, plating each separately,
inadvertently turning the savoury segment of our meal into
a four-course feast. Each dish is presented beautifully, the
tuna in particular looking like a painting. We can’t possibly
have dessert. Well, maybe just one. We settle on a shared
dark chocolate bavarois served with a tangy raspberry
sorbet, which finishes us off in a spectacular fashion. “That
was amazing,” says Katy. “I might never be hungry again.”
She’s wrong of course. We still manage a hearty breakfast
the next morning on the agreement that we will skip lunch.
“You said you’re terrible golfers, but that means you’ve
played before,” says Gary, the Australian golf pro tasked
with teaching us the basics post-breakfast. We list our
accomplishments: a few pitch and putt games, a couple of
driving range sessions, and one prior serious lesson. Gary
doesn’t look fazed; nor does he look impressed. Leading
us to the practice green, he takes us through chipping
and pitching, correcting our stances and grips. Before long
we’re succeeding more than failing. Then it’s over to the
driving range to practice longer shots. The finale is putting,
culminating in a sudden death competition I narrowly win.
We may not be quite ready for 18 holes, but we both walk
away with a spring in our step and the desire to play the
Quinta da Marinha Golf Course, designed by the legendary
Robert Trent Jones, with its fantastic views over the Atlantic
Ocean and the Sintra Mountains. ➤➤

Top: One of the beaches in Cascais.
Left: Quinta da Marinha’s golf course.
FINEANDCOUNTRY.COM
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We are dedicating the afternoon to Sintra, in the hills
of Serra De Sintra, with its fairytale landscape of misty
forests, turreted palaces and castle ruins, and Unesco
World Heritage–listed centre. The taxi winds its way up to
our chosen starting place, the Palace of Pena, which sits
within Pena Park, a vast forested area, stretching over 200plus hectares. It’s the perfect time of year to visit, with no
queues for entry, although the air is surprisingly fresh at
this altitude, despite the sunny day.
“Let’s start at the highest point,” I suggest and we puff our
way up to High Cross, marking the highest point in the Sintra
Hills. From here we catch a glimpse of the palace’s upper
levels above the treeline. It’s a colourful affair, comprising
deep red and egg-yolk-yellow towers and turrets, an
intriguing expression of 19th Century Romanticism.
We wander the pathways through the park, past water
features, grottos and camellia gardens, as we navigate our
way back to the palace. It would be easy to spend an entire
day in the park and still not discover everything.

Our next view of the castle is from the centre, where we
alight from the bus that winds down the hill. The compact
old town circles the 14th Century National Palace, with its
iconic dual cone-shaped chimneys that Hans Christian
Andersen once likened to giant champagne bottles. Ducking
in and out of boutiques and artisan stores, we load up on
gifts, fortifying ourselves with a shot of ginja, a Portuguese
sour cherry liqueur, served in a chocolate cup.
Back at the hotel, we freshen up for dinner. We have booked
a table at Furnas do Guincho, a local seafood restaurant with
a sterling reputation. Perched on the rocky shore, crashing
waves provide the soundtrack to another excellent meal.
“I think I might come back in the summer,” says Katy
as we clink glasses of port back in our suite. “I’d like to
play a round of golf and then sit by the pool.” We glance
towards the balcony, from where we have views of the
outdoor swimming area and the golf course. Tomorrow
we’ll explore the coastal enclave of Cascais before catching
the train to Lisbon, a mere 45 minutes away, for our return
flight. “There’s so much more to see and do,” I muse.
“I might come with you.” n

Our tickets don’t allow us into the palace itself, but we
are free to roam the terrace, where the views over the
mountains are spectacular. On a neighbouring hilltop we For more information about Hotel Quinta da Marinha and
spot the Moorish Castle, which overlooks Sintra’s historic its golfing, dining and spa opportunities, see
centre like a protective sentinel.
www.quintadamarinha.com

Clockwise from left: The colourful Pena Palace; Portuguese custard tarts (pastéis de nata); the town hall in Cascais.
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Dreaming of views of the Portuguese coast?
These homes all have fantastic sea views.
Carvoeiro, Portugal
This luxurious, two-storey, four-bedroom villa with
breathtaking sea views is set in the tranquil Vale da Lapa,
nestled between the two traditional fishing villages of
Carvoeiro and Ferragudo. It is only a five-minute walk from the
beach, and a short drive to golf courses, shops, restaurants,
theme parks and the international school at Porches.
The highlights of the property are the covered and uncovered
terraces that overlook the heated pool and landscaped
garden, all ideal for al fresco dining and summer entertaining.
Price: 995,000€
Fine & Country Carvoeiro
+351 282 354 140
carvoeiro@fineandcountry.com

Cascais, Portugal
This luxury villa is located in the heart of Cascais, known as
the Riviera of Portugal, and has superb sea views. Despite the
central location, it retains total seclusion and security. The villa
houses a wealth of amenities, including a snooker room, home
cinema, gymnasium, spa, bar and a meeting and conference
room. It has recently been renovated from the ground up and
finished to the highest standards.
Price: 15,000,000€
Fine & Country Cascais/Lisbon
+ 351 214 643 636
infoirg@fineandcountry.com

Estoril, Portugal
In the centre of Estoril, this stunning home has beautiful
views across to the sea. A highlight is the living room facing
the water, which has access to a grand terrace with an
outdoor dining room. Additionally, there is an indoor dining
room, a kitchen with breakfast area, a guest bedroom and
five suites, including the master suite with a veranda to a
private garden. The property, which was architect designed
in 1909, also has a gymnasium and spa, and is surrounded
by a beautiful garden.
Price: 5,900,000€
Fine & Country Cascais/Lisbon
+ 351 214 643 636
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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On the shelf
The art of displaying trinkets takes a surprising amount of skill. Even the most
casual display of personal items is usually a carefully considered montage, and
it is a brilliant way to make your house feel like home. Fine & Country Interior
Design selects key items to dress shelves and mantelpieces.

Gold Butterfly Mirror
– Graham & Green

▼

The fabulous sunburst-style mirror from the ‘70s
has been experiencing a renaissance. This mirror
beautifully captures the spirit of a sunburst, with
the butterflies giving it a beautiful light and
decorative feel.
The Gold Butterfly Mirror retails for £295.
www.grahamandgreen.co.uk

Moulin Wall Lamp
– Julien Chichester

▼

These wall lights are bang on trend and look
wonderful either side of a mirror or picture above a
fireplace. They work in either a contemporary or
classical environment.
The Moulin Wall Lamp sells for £643.
ww.julianchichester.com

Flamingo Salt and Pepper Shakers
– William Yeoward

▼

The Flamingo is undoubtedly the most fashionable
bird of the moment. They adorn everything, and these
beautiful pieces are decorative as well as functional.
Place them on a French dresser or a dining room
mantelpiece with pride.
A pair of flamingos is £25.
www.notanotherbill.com

Magazine File, Rattan Teal
– Nina Campbell

▼

If you have to be practical with your shelves, there’s
nothing more elegant than a box to store things in,
like this one from Nina Campbell. The box comes in
lots of different colours and patterns and instantly
brings colour to a display.
The Magazine File is available for £26.
www.shop.ninacampbell.com
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▼ Easy Display False Books
– Décor Books

Books on shelves are decreasing thanks to tablets and
eReaders, but there is nothing more warming than a
well-stocked bookshelf. To enhance your library, insert
some of these beautiful ‘false books’ to add warmth,
colour and texture to a room.
The Easy Display False Books sell for £114 - £179.
www.decorbooks.co.uk

Bookcase Light 6”
– Robert Kime

▼

Lighting a book shelf gives immediate ambience and
significance to that area of the room. This light sits
elegantly and subtly and gives a ‘library’ feel to a
space. The Bookcase Light 6” is available for £660.
www.robertkime.com

Shagreen Chocolate Match Striker
by Aerin – Amara

▼
▼

Gradient Candle Holder – Multiple Red
Pink by Pols Potten – Amara

While you may opt for more demure tones for your
walls and furniture, let your accessories provide a pop
of colour and contemporary flair. Two of these candle
holders on a console table or mantlepiece will raise
your design credibility instantly.
The Gradient Candle Holders are £54 each.
www.amara.com

Not only is this a standalone beautiful item, but it is
also functional as match storage. It works with
strike-anywhere matches and perching on a
mantelpiece, it brings elegance to a room.
The Shagreen Chocolate Match Striker is £300.
www.amara.com

▼

Bumpy Starfish Family
– Patrick Mavros

Items on display can be deeply personal. We think
these starfish would make a wonderful present
for a significant birthday or anniversary. Having
them on display in your home will remind you of
your special moments.
The Bumpy Starfish Family comes as a set of
five for £1,580.
www.patrickmavros.com
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The 19 hole
th

There’s more to golf than the sport itself.
Daniel Price looks at the 19th hole and beyond.

Above: Hotel Camiral, PGA Catalunya Resort, Spain
14
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E

very keen golfer knows the 19th hole, a slang
reference to the bar and restaurant in the clubhouse.
Players often share a joke about being on the
19th hole as they enjoy a drink or meal in the clubhouse
following a round of golf. When enjoying a round of golf
at the top European Tour Properties member golf courses,
however, the 19th hole means a lot more than a quick drink
and a bite to eat.
European Tour Properties member golf courses across the
globe have gone to great lengths to provide lifestyle options
at their resorts, giving visitors and residents a wealth of
leisure options within one venue. Jumeirah Golf Estates in
Dubai and Quinta Do Lago in the Algarve in Portugal are two
prime examples of golf resorts that offer a great deal away
from the course itself.

Jumeirah Golf Estates has won several top awards, not only
for the golf course, but also for their property and leisure
facilities. The latest accolade was three awards at the 2017
Africa and Arabia Property Awards.
“Jumeirah Golf Estates has established a reputation for
bringing the right type of product to the Dubai market at
the right price, meeting customer preferences for layout,
finishing, design, location, community and lifestyle
facilities,” says Yousuf Kazim, CEO of Jumeirah Golf Estates.
Indeed, it is one of a number of resorts within the European
Tour Properties network that are leading the way with
a fantastic selection of property and lifestyle options.
Within the resort, there is a spacious studio for classes,
state-of-the-art gym, a swimming pool for adults and
➤➤
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children, a tennis academy, and a children’s play area.
This is in addition to the restaurant, grill, café and sports
bar, making Jumeirah Golf Estates the perfect venue for a
complete golf and lifestyle experience.

years has created a great platform to ensure that the resort
continues to move forward.” Gymnasiums, a swimming
pool, extensive cycling amenities and a medical centre
are high on the agenda at Quinta Do Lago.

Quinta Do Lago is home to three of the Algarve’s premium
golf courses, but away from the course, the resort is
also delivering an exceptional experience. An array of
excellent restaurants means guests have a choice of
world-class cuisine on their doorstep, ranging from local
dishes to European and international options.

Moving from Portugal to Spain, the PGA Catalunya
Resort golf courses have long been a favourite within
the European Tour Properties network. However, the
contemporary real estate and resort facilities are fast
catching up as highlights, making PGA Catalunya Resort
an ideal all-rounder, with swimming, tennis, cycling,
superb dining and a host of social events.

Leading an active outdoor lifestyle all year round is the
focus of Quinta Do Lago and at this, they excel. Phase
one of the development has launched, featuring tennis
courts, padel courts and a bike shed. Group activities are
organised daily using these facilities, providing a great
way to enjoy the outdoors, keep fit and meet new people.
Quinta Do Lago was named Europe’s Leading Beach
Resort at the 2017 World Travel Awards and that speaks
volumes for the work that has gone into making the
resort such a special place to visit. Nor are they resting
on their laurels. CEO Sean Moriarty says: “A period of
considerable investment and hard work over the last few

A short distance from Catalunya to the Andalusian coast
sees another tremendous European Tour Properties
member venue in Finca Cortesin. Again, the world class
golf course gets much of the attention here, but away
from the course, there is an array of leisure options.
Exclusive shopping areas, a beach club, excellent spa and
sports facilities and an award-winning hotel make Finca
Cortesin a superb venue, regardless of the time spent on
the golf course.
European Tour Properties golf resorts prove there is more
to golf than the game and the 19th hole; a whole lot more. n

Clockwise from top left: The golf course at Finca Cortesin, Spain; The Shack restaurant, Quinta Do Lago, Portugal;
The Clubhouse, Jumeirah Golf Estates, Dubai; Hotel Camiral, PGA Catalunya Resort, Spain.
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Above: Beach Club dining at Finca Cortesin, Spain.
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In
Picasso’s
footsteps
Mougins is a haunt of artists, actors
and elites. Sophie Green explores
a luxury villa near this hilltop enclave.

J

ust a few miles from Cannes, the hilltop village of
Mougins has attracted everyone from Churchill to
Picasso and Elizabeth Taylor. And where artists go,
money tends to follow. Picasso came to Mougins in 1936,
infuriating the owner of his hotel when he painted on the
walls of his room. Lamentably, he was instructed to cover
over his work: imagine the price tag on a night in that
room had he not. He did, however, return to Mougins for
the last 12 year of his life. He wouldn’t recognise it these
days, though.
The village, surrounded by forests of pines, olives, and
cypress trees, has become a wealthy enclave for those in
the know. Packed with art galleries encompassing every
genre – including the Mougins Museum of Classical Art
where Picasso makes an appearance, along with Matisse,
Degas, Rodin and Damien Hirst and bursting at the seams
with gastronomically delightful restaurants, Mougins is
an intriguing combination of pleasant buildings, beautiful
scenery, and agricultural buildings repurposed as refined
retail outlets. ➤➤
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On the outskirts of Mougins, just a few minutes from the
action, yet located in a calm and peaceful environment,
is a lovely villa with beautiful west-facing views of the
countryside. An enchanting entrance overlooks the
beautifully manicured gardens, with plenty of parking
for visitors. Situated on a prime piece of dominant land
covering 3,665m2, this home features exceptional outdoor
entertaining areas, including a pizza oven and ﬁre box
with seating and a salt-water swimming pool.
Internally, the villa offers 600m2 of interior space, with
multiple generously proportioned living areas and a
gorgeous kitchen, opening onto the front terrace. There
are seven bedrooms and eight bathrooms – ﬁve of the
bedrooms are en suite – and the bathrooms feature
Villeroy & Boch sanitary ware, taps and tiles. The grand
master suite has serious impact, with its own living room,
dressing room and full bathroom. The lower level of the
property encompasses a family entertainment space, with
a gym, cinema, second kitchen and games room, leading
out to the swimming pool area.
Technology has been used to great effect here, both
outdoors and indoors. There is an automated sprinkler
irrigation system for the garden and automated external
and garden lighting. Solar photo voltaic cells produce
energy, with a 20-year ERDF contract that brings in an
income of around 2,500€ per annum. The external and
internal alarm system has remote monitoring and there is
CCTV monitoring across 16 zones.
Inside, underﬂoor heating warms the home and all of the
upstairs bedrooms have air-conditioning to moderate the
warm summer temperatures. There are data points in all
rooms and a four-zone music system, covering the TV
room, lounge, dining room and external patio.
There is much more to this appealing property, sitting
seven minutes from the Mougins International School,
20 minutes from Nice Airport, and 10 minutes from
Cannes/Mandelieu Private Airport. It’s a true gem on the
Côte d’Azur. ■

Mougins, France
Price: 6,950,000€
Fine & Country Cannes:

+33 (0)4 92 59 25 93
cannes@fineandcountry.com
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URBAN RETREAT

KARL LAGERFELD AT ODYSSEY, HOTEL MÉTROPOLE MONTE CARLO © EMANUELE SCORCELLETTI

RESTAURANT JOEL ROBUCHON © B.TOUILLON

Magnificence in
Monte Carlo
T

he fortunes of Monte Carlo may centre around
the casino, but the Principality of Monaco has
continued to build itself into a legendary summer
playground for the rich and famous. Given the clientele,
it’s imperative for hotels here to focus on the detail and
that’s exactly what the Hotel Metropole does so well.
The Belle Époque hotel, built in 1889 on land that
previously belonged to Pope Leo XIII, cleverly fuses
glamour from both past and present, with elegant
rooms and suites, a classically styled bar and lobby by
interior designer Jacques Garcia, and three restaurants
by multi-Michelin-starred Joël Robuchon. Add in subtly
attentive staff, the exclusive Spa Metropole by Givenchy,
remodelled last year, and Odyssey, an oasis of wellbeing
imagined and designed by Karl Lagerfeld, and it’s clear
the Hotel Metropole is dedicated to excellence.
Just like the long cobblestone driveway leading to the
entrance, which is lined with Italian cypress trees, the
Hotel Metropole is luxurious, but low-key; a sanctuary in
the star-studded city. n

www.metropole.com
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PROPERTY HIGHLIGHT: TOP NINE

Cosmopolitan
city living
City centre properties offer easy access to a plethora of restaurants,
amenities and culture. Lisa Preece finds homes in the heart of the action.
1. Sydney, Australia

4. Porto, Portugal

With iconic views, this freestanding family
home takes in a panorama of the Sydney
Harbour Bridge and city skyline. It has four
bedrooms, multiple living areas, a study and
an expansive parents’ retreat on the upper
level, featuring a private balcony and fabulous
views. The newly paved outdoor area and
sparkling swimming pool off the kitchen/
family room is the perfect venue for enjoying
Sydney’s magnificent sunsets.

This apartment is in a closed condominium
next to the Douro River, with a swimming
pool, Turkish bath, relaxing room and
sauna. With three sides facing the sun, the
apartment has a large living room with
wooden floor and fireplace, a kitchen, two
bedrooms and three bathrooms. A highlight
is the large veranda, offering excellent views
of the river. It is 10 minutes from the beach
and five minutes from Aliados Square and
maritime area.

AU$4,000,000
Fine & Country Sydney Double Bay
+ 61 1300 960 037

contact.au@fineandcountry.com

2. Cannes, France
This home is in the perfect position to enjoy
all Cannes has to offer, with the beach and
top restaurants on the doorstep. It’s the
perfect holiday home. In the heart of La
Banane, between the Carlton and Martinez
Hotels, this stunning apartment has been
entirely renovated to a high standard.
Located on the fifth floor, the home has
two bedroom suites, each with their own
bathrooms and direct terrace access.
1,390,000€
Fine & Country Cannes
+33 (0)4 92 59 25 93/4

cannes@fineandcountry.com

3. Barcelona, Spain

750,000€
Fine & Country Cascais/Lisbon
+351 214 643 636

infoirg@fineandcountry.com

5. Cape Town, South Africa
This newly built penthouse boasts
magnificent views across the Atlantic and
Cape Town’s waterfront skyline. The
three-bedroom penthouse is located on
Ocean View Drive, one of Cape Town’s
millionaires’ rows, situated in Bantry Bay.
Features include a beautiful pool and decking
area, a wine cellar, and a private lift from the
parking area. The beaches of Clifton and
Camps Bay are on the doorstep.
ZAR 45,000,000
Fine & Country
Atlantic Seaboard/Camps Bay
+27 (0)21 437 1148

campsbay@fineandcountry.com

7. London, England
This stunning penthouse apartment is in
one of the most prestigious boroughs of
England’s capital city. Located in the
heart of Kensington, a stone’s throw
from world-class museums and Harrods
department store, this three-bedroom
apartment has a panoramic roof terrace,
hot tub and gym. Inside, there is a large
reception room that captures the light from
both sides of the building.
£10,000,000
Fine & Country London
+44 (0)203 861 8810

bow@fineandcountry.com

8. Cannes, France
The views are the highlight of this apartment
in central Cannes. It looks straight out onto
the marina, full of sailing boats and yachts.
Ideally located on the edge of the Old Port,
the apartment offers spacious living with
two large bedrooms, two bathrooms, and a
fabulous open-plan living, dining and kitchen
area, which opens out onto the terrace. The
apartment has been renovated to a high
standard and is beautifully presented.
1,050,000€
Fine & Country Cannes
+33 (0)4 92 59 25 93/4

cannes@fineandcountry.com

9. Lisbon, Portugal

Barcelona is a cosmopolitan city, its modern
heart paired with historical and architectural
magnificence. The views from this high-level
apartment are stunning, and the terrace takes
in the cityscape, across to the sea. There
is an open kitchen, living room, and three
bedrooms, including a master suite. It also has
great community facilities, with a swimming
pool, paddle tennis courts, gym, children’s
area, and playroom.

6. Budapest, Hungary
This renovated loft-style duplex offers a
sensational urban living experience in the
heart of Budapest, with a terrace overlooking
a small park, the Károlyi-kert. The Fifth
District is one of the most sought-after
neighbourhoods in Budapest, private yet
positioned close to the buzz of the city centre.
The sublime attic-level duplex is within a
building dating from the turn of the century.

The Sky Restelo development is situated five
minutes from the Docas area and the historic
area of Belem, with monuments such as
Belem Tower, the Discoveries Monument and
the Jeronimos Monastery. The four-bedroom
apartment has views of Monsanto Park and
the Tagus River. There are three bathrooms in
this airy apartment. At the top of the building,
there is a fully equipped gymnasium, bar and
swimming pool with deck.

1,570,000€
Fine & Country Spain, Diagonal Mar
+34 933 562 666

541,000€
Fine & Country Hungary
+36 1 374 0129

diagonalmar@fineandcountry.com

1,023,400€
Fine & Country Cascais/Lisbon
+351 214 643 636

hungary@fineandcountry.com

infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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DESIGN SCENE

English-inspired
design with an
international twist
A luxury home deserves stunning interiors.
Fine & Country Interior Design discovers how one of their design
firms turned a country seat into a glowing home.

Above: The sweeping, curved staircase highlights the circular shape of the entrance hall.
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DESIGN SCENE

W

ith palatial dimensions, an interiors budget
reaching into the millions and every
desirable feature you can imagine, this
award-winning, sprawling home was designed to be the
perfect country retreat for an international buyer. Behind
the design was Fine & Country Interior Design firm CID
Interieur, for Developers Aspire Luxury Properties. CID
Interieur is a London-based design firm with a specialist
foothold in the luxury residential property market.
Defining the brief
Extending to over 12,500 square feet in size, the design
requirements of the house included a gym, pool and spa
complex, accommodation for multiple staff, his and hers
dressing rooms, a secret whisky room, and a cinema.
It was set to be a labour of love for CID Interieur from
the moment they stepped foot on site. The property was
built from the ground up, which meant CID needed to
be involved from inception to ensure it met the quality
level required.
The aim of the design was to inspire international property
purchasers with a classical English style of architecture
resembling country homes of a bygone era, but with a
modern twist. The brief laid out a goal of providing every
possible luxury finish available to a modern audience,
coupled with fresh, contemporary and polished design:
CID Interieur’s signature style.
Working with the space
With a design aimed to ‘wow’ anyone visiting the home,
it was vital the entrance hall left a lasting impression.
“We began by designing a sweeping curved staircase and
accentuated this with the circular shape of the hallway and
the round design of the marble floor. The floor is bespoke,
and we inlaid antique bronze inserts to outline the shapes.
We really enjoy collaborating with our suppliers to design
motifs which are unique,” says David Ferns, CEO.
The volume of reception rooms across the ground floor
of the property meant CID could enjoy incorporating
fun design ideas, such as the secret door from the study
leading into a hidden whisky room. It is a feature that
may not make it past the starting block in the design of a
smaller property.
“The idea of a secret and cleverly concealed bar has always
been a concept we’ve wanted to explore. It’s not one
we’ve managed to add into a home before, mainly due to
space constrictions, so we loved the opportunity to flex
our design ideas with this one,” says David.
To read more about the design features of this project, visit
www.fineandcountry.com/uk/blog n
Fine & Country Interior Design is a network of top designers
around the UK. For more information on interior services,
contact +44 (0)203 490 5855 or email
interiordesign@fineandcountry.com
www.fineandcountry.com/interior-design

From the top: A secret door leads from the study to a hidden whisky room;
the dining room features built-in joinery inlaid with an antique mirror;
the brief required a swimming pool and spa complex; CID Interieur was
involved with the build from the ground up.
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FASHION FEATURE

The LOOK
▼

Nude beauty

The Nude London is an emerging
ready-to-wear brand that should be on your
radar. The feminine collections range from
tailored blazers and shorts to flirty dresses,
like this Rowan dress, that make you wish for
summer. The collection blends contemporary
elegance with the stylish free-loving spirit
of the 60s and 70s.
www.thenudelondon.com 260€
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FASHION FEATURE

▼ Gorgeous

geometry

▼ In

Each jewellery piece by Italian designer
Lora Niklova is an artwork, inspired by
an abstract design interpretation. The
necklaces resemble architectural networks,
embroidered with various components,
linked in harmonious geometries. Materials
include glass, crystals, semi-precious stones,
plastic and metal, amongst others.
www.lora-nikolova.com 198€

the bag

Daniela de Montby has been designing
bespoke handbags for well over a decade.
Designed with materials of the highest
quality, her delightful handbags have been
made by the most skilled craftsmen and
embody both elegance and character.
This Italian leather bag tames the tiger in
inimitable style.
www.danielademontby.com £470

Bonbon bows

▼

This iconic Viktor&Rolf strapless pantsuit with
half-draped trompe l’oeil detailing is adorned
with a generous Bonbon Couture bow that
certainly makes a statement. Part of the
Soir Collection from the Amsterdam-based
fashion house, the flattering fit of the suit
creates beautiful long straight legs.
www.viktor-rolf.com £3,716
▼ The

history of time

▼ Trendy

Launched by Christopher Ward as a new
addition to the aviation collection, the Pusher
Chronograph is inspired by a historical
Junghans clock taken from the cockpit
of a Messerschmitt Bf 109 fighter plane of
WWII vintage. The C9 Me 109 Single Pusher
Chronograph is a 100-piece limited edition.
www.christopherward.co.uk £2,950

tech

Perfect for the man about town, these tech
cases protect daily essentials. The ‘Tom’
digital pouches come in three sizes – the
large for up to a 15” laptop, the medium,
a 10” tablet and the small for accessories,
notebooks and cables. They are made from
waterproof black oiled canvas and bridle
leather lined with organic cotton, with solid
brass zips.
www.bombinate.com
S-M-L: £35 – £45 – £55. Set: £109

Beard taming

▼

Mo Bro’s is one of the leading beard
grooming companies in the UK, founded in
2014 by three bearded brothers. We love their
ultimate gift for the modern bearded man,
the Mo Bro’s Wooden Signature Grooming
Gift Box. Inscribed with the recipient’s name,
the box contains a full range of beard styling
and maintenance products.
www.mobros.co.uk £42
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DRESS
TO IMPRESS
Make sure your property is ‘show
home ready’ and accelerate the sale
with Fine & Country Interior Design.

Fine & Country Interior Design
+44 (0)20 3490 5855
interiordesign@fineandcountry.com
fineandcountry.com/interior-design
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FROM FINE & COUNTRY

Dubai
Jumeirah Golf Estates

A

new line of prime properties has been built
on Dubai’s famous Earth and Fire golf courses
in Jumeriah Golf Estates. It is the latest
development in the prestigious area, where the Earth
course is the conclusion of the Race to Dubai series,
which has recently been announced to run to 2020.
The new development, named Sienna Views, has 34 villas
with prices starting at AED 6,100,000. They have four, five
and six bedrooms, with 70% of the villas facing the Fire
golf course. This premium location is expected to prove
popular due to increased demand for luxury golf living
in Dubai.
Sienna Views will be one of the most exclusive
communities, with only 34 villas for sale. It is the most
well-appointed and private of all the developments,
presenting a fantastic opportunity for end users who
are looking to buy in Dubai. The layout of each villa is
unique with starting built up area of 6,400 sq. ft., tapping
into the need for large luxurious homes due to high
numbers of millionaires in the city. This has been a key
consideration for the developers, who have painstakingly
ensured that the homes will suit the lifestyle of a high
net-worth individual.
Phil Sheridan, CEO of Fine & Country UAE said: “As part
of our Golf Living strategy, we are privileged to have
secured the exclusive sales and marketing mandate for
the prestigious sub-community, Sienna Views, within
Jumeirah Golf Estates, Dubai.”
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Fine & Country UAE
Shop 6, Mediterranean Building
Canal Residence West
Dubai Sports City, Dubai
+971 4 427 0202
sales@fineandcountry.ae
AED 13,500,000
6 bedrooms | Full Golf course view
Stunning swimming pool
Double garage
BUA: 7,966 sq. ft. | Plot: 10,146 sq. ft.
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Dubai
Sienna Views,
Jumeirah Golf Estates
This villa comprises an entrance hall, five en suite
bedrooms with marble stairs leading to the first floor. It
is surrounded by lush greenery of the Championship Fire
golf course. The exterior is designed with a combination
of brown and beige brick wall, which gives a wonderful
first impression.
The ground floor has an open plan living room/kitchen
giving you flexibility and more room to show your
personality. A swimming pool equipped with heater and
chiller units is accessed through the hallway and viewable
from the kitchen and formal living room. It can also be
accessed from one of the bedrooms. Across is the study
room which can be converted into an informal reception.
Outside there is pergola for outdoor dining shade in an
attractive landscaped garden to complete the outdoor
family get together or entertainment covered with a wall
for privacy.
On the first floor, there are a further four bedrooms all with
en suite shower/bathroom and stand-alone closet, with
three bedrooms having their own balcony. Completing
this level is a family lounge and a uniquely designed
pantry with storage.

34

Fine & Country UAE
Shop 6, Mediterranean Building
Canal Residence West
Dubai Sports City, Dubai
+971 4 427 0202
sales@fineandcountry.ae

AED 7,100,000
5 bedrooms – Type 4 | Golf course view
Gated entrance with driveway and ample
parking | Maid’s quarters | Double garage
BUA: 6,452 sq. ft.
Plot: 8,136 sq. ft.
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Dubai
Sienna Views,
Jumeirah Golf Estates
Located in the area with views of the spectacular
Championship Fire golf course, this villa offers four finely
balanced bedrooms with en suite bathrooms. Laid out over
two floors, this high end contemporary villa comprises three
reception halls with lovely open plan living room/fitted
kitchen/dining room boasting floor to ceiling glass windows
opening to the rear and taking advantage of the picturesque
scene. The overall place is very spacious, airy and elegant
with characters all throughout. The ground floor also offers
an en suite bedroom, store room and powder room. The
master bedroom comprises reception area, walk-in closet
and balcony overlooking the golf course.
Marble stairs lead from the entrance to the first floor
landing where three other rooms are located. This villa is
perfectly positioned on its plot offering excellent frontage
and accessed via attractive private gates. The whole
property takes pride with its floor to ceiling glass windows
presenting the panoramic views of the man-made
landscapes and the Championship Fire course.

Fine & Country UAE
Shop 6, Mediterranean Building
Canal Residence West
Dubai Sports City, Dubai
+971 4 427 0202
sales@fineandcountry.ae

AED 10,100,000
5 bedrooms – Type 5
Golf course view
Impressive master bedroom suite
BUA: 7,721 sq. ft.
Plot: 9,614 sq. ft.
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Dubai
Sienna Views,
Jumeirah Golf Estates
A truly stunning contemporary villa nestled in a
landscaped garden of 8,387 sq. ft. With fabulous views
of the golf course, this villa is set over two floors offering
five generous bedrooms plus study. The entrance door
leads to the hallway with marble stairs rising to the first
floor and an en suite guest bedroom. No doubt one of the
features of this villa is the open plan kitchen which has
been designed to an extremely high standard with ample
workspaces and plenty of storage, and the large dining
room with double glazed floor to ceiling windows opening
out to the garden and swimming pool for outdoor family
activities. The formal living room is an inviting space ideal
for social gathering and entertainment. The remainder of
the ground floor houses a laundry room, utility room and
maid’s room with en suite bathroom.
The upstairs boasts an exceptionally spacious master
bedroom with modern and well-presented en suite
bathroom and spacious balcony overlooking the golf
course, other three bedrooms associated with en suite
and built-in closets are flooring with natural sunlight due
to its wide double glazed windows and each balcony
offers great views of the landscape. A lounge is an
additional feature which is convertible to an office area.
Externally, there is a double garage plus buggy parking at
the front of the property.
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Fine & Country UAE
Shop 6, Mediterranean Building
Canal Residence West
Dubai Sports City, Dubai
+971 4 427 0202
sales@fineandcountry.ae

AED 8,250,000
5 bedrooms – Type 1 | Golf course view
Stunning swimming pool
Live cooking kitchen
BUA: 6,586 sq. ft.
Plot: 8,387 sq. ft.
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Dubai
Sienna Views,
Jumeirah Golf Estates

A two-storey contemporary and modern style villa perfect
for either family home or holiday home. The exterior is
designed with a combination of brown and beige brick
wall, which gives a wonderful first impression. This villa
comprises an entrance hall, five en suite bedrooms with
marble stairs leading to the first floor. The ground floor
has an open plan living room/kitchen giving you flexibility
and more room to show your personality. A swimming
pool equipped with heater and chiller units is accessed
through the hallway and viewable from the kitchen and
formal living room. It can also be accessed from one
of the bedrooms. Across is the study room which can
be converted into an informal reception. Outside there
is pergola for outdoor dining shade in an attractive
landscaped garden to complete the outdoor family get
together or entertainment covered with a wall for privacy.
On the first floor, there is a further four bedrooms all with
en suite shower/bathroom and standalone closet, with
three bedrooms having their own balcony. Completing
this level is a family lounge and a uniquely designed
pantry with storage. Providing ample parking is the
driveway situated next to the main entrance.

Fine & Country UAE
Shop 6, Mediterranean Building
Canal Residence West
Dubai Sports City, Dubai
+971 4 427 0202
sales@fineandcountry.ae

AED 7,250,000
5 bedrooms – Type 5
Community view | Impressive living room
Great view of community landscape
Stunning swimming pool
BUA: 7,721 sq. ft. | Plot: 12,290 sq. ft.
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France
Near Mougins, Cote d’Azur
This exceptional estate is in a dominant position, on the
top of a hill, with over 11 ha of land affording the property
beautiful countryside, village and sea views.
Located on the estate are three separate houses; the main
house, a farmhouse and a guest house. The main house,
which was built around 1930, is typical of a traditional
Bastide. Dominant in its position on top of the hill, the
Bastide offers 650m2 of interior living space. There are a
total of 11 bedrooms (four of which are staff bedrooms, in
a separate apartment), plus five different reception rooms,
opening out onto the manicured lawns, overlooking olive
groves and beautiful lush gardens towards Grasse and
the sea. The second house on the property is a charming
farmhouse, offering 170m2 of living space, with four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, as well as its own gardens and
garages. The third house is a 70m2 guest house, located
closer to the main house and in the middle of an olive
grove, with its own private pool, one bedroom, a living
area, kitchen and bathroom.
This beautiful property benefits from its’ own olive groves
and olive oil production, a multitude of fruit trees, large
vegetable garden providing fresh vegetables year round,as
well as a beautifully created Japanese pond, complete
with rare Koi fish. A haven of peace and tranquillity, only
half an hour from Cannes and 45 minutes from Monaco.
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Fine & Country
French Riviera and Provence
13 Rue Pasteur,
Cannes 06400 France
+ 33 4 925 925 93
cannes@fineandcountry.com

12,500,000€
7 reception rooms
17 bedrooms | 15 bathrooms
Living space: 890m2
Land: 11 ha
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France
Near Mougins, Cote d’Azur
Steeped in history, and dating back originally to the
15th Century, with famous visitors choosing this home as
their preferred holiday escape, one could not want for more.
Offering panoramic vistas and complete privacy, these two
stone built villas, set on a prestigious estate, have been
recently renovated to a very high standard, offering all the
modern comforts, while maintaining the original charm
of a traditional Provencale style Bastide. With a total of
almost 800m2 interior living space, the main house offers
eight en suite bedrooms, while the guest house offers a
further five en suite bedrooms. Both villas have their own
private heated swimming pools, with summer kitchens,
surrounded by fabulous grounds with mature fruit trees,
vineyards (approximately 500 litres per year), olive trees
(yielding more than 100 litres per year), and a gorgeous
rose garden.
The villas also offer wine cellars, jacuzzi, hammam, a
fountain at the gate, automatic irrigation, pizza ovens and a
lift for eight people.

Fine & Country
French Riviera and Provence
13 Rue Pasteur,
Cannes 06400 France
+ 33 4 925 925 93
cannes@fineandcountry.com

6,500,000€
4 reception rooms
13 bedrooms | 13 bathrooms
Living space: 800m2
Land: 5870m2
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France
Cannes, Cote d’Azur
Benefitting from beautiful panoramic sea views over the
gardens and beaches of the Croisette, and extending
out to the Esterel mountains across the bay of Cannes,
this apartment has been beautifully renovated with
impeccable taste and attention to detail.
With a total of 140m2 of interior living space, the
apartment offers four spacious bedrooms, including a
lovely southwest facing master suite; with each bedroom
being fitted with plenty of closet space as well as an
en suite bathroom.
The apartment was renovated to the highest standard
in 2017 with high quality fittings throughout; including
Corian countertops, wooden floors, Bosch and Siemens
appliances, as well as a wine cellar, integrated coffee
machine, home automation and a lady room. Also included
with the apartment is a large garage in the residence.
The apartment is located on the third floor (of eight),
in a luxurious Art Deco building, on the renowned and
prestigious Boulevard de la Croisette in Cannes.
Fine & Country
French Riviera and Provence
13 Rue Pasteur,
Cannes 06400 France
+ 33 4 925 925 93
cannes@fineandcountry.com
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2,595,000€
1 reception room
4 bedrooms | 4 bathrooms
Living space: 140m2
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France
Cannes, Cote d’Azur
Entirely renovated in 2017, to an exceptional standard,
this stunning modern apartment is beautifully presented,
with 136m2 of interior living space, offering three en suite
bedrooms with dressing rooms, and double terraces on
the South and North sides.
The apartment is located directly behind the Carlton
Hotel, ideally situated for investment purposes, and only
2 minutes walk from the Croisette and its’ sandy beaches
as well as the rue d’Antibes, a famous shopping street.
Located on the fourth floor, the apartment has plenty
of light, and is sold fully furnished, renovated to the
highest standard, with one garage, one parking and
two cellars (caves).

Fine & Country
French Riviera and Provence
13 Rue Pasteur,
Cannes 06400 France
+ 33 4 925 925 93
cannes@fineandcountry.com

1,550,000€
1 reception room | 3 bedrooms
3 bathrooms
Living space: 136m2
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France
Cannes, Cote d’Azur
Exceptionally well located, in the heart of the “Banane” in
Cannes, and between the Carlton and Martinez Hotels, this
stunning apartment has been entirely renovated to a very
high standard.
Located on the fifth floor (of seven floors) the apartment
is made up of 86m2 of interior living space, with two
bedroom suites, each with their own bathrooms, dressings
and direct terrace access. The apartment is sold with two
underground parking spaces.
A superb rental investment and home from home, there
is also the possibility to purchase the adjacent studio, of
19m2, which has been renovated to the same standard,
price on application.

Fine & Country
French Riviera and Provence
13 Rue Pasteur,
Cannes 06400 France
+ 33 4 925 925 93
cannes@fineandcountry.com
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1,390,000€
1 reception rooms | 2 bedrooms
2 bathrooms
Living space: 86m2
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France
Cannes, Cote d’Azur
Full of charm, this lovely villa is located in the area of
“La Croix des Gardes”, close to the centre of Cannes, and
walking distance from the beach.
Built in 1957, the villa offers 190m2 of interior living space,
on approximately 600m2 of land with lush gardens and
a small sea view from the main bedroom. Built on three
levels, with five bedrooms and three bathrooms in total,
the villa benefits from lovely high ceilings, wooden floors
and many other original elements which complete the
charm of this unique property. The villa is well presented,
while requiring some updating.

Fine & Country
French Riviera and Provence
13 Rue Pasteur,
Cannes 06400 France
+ 33 4 925 925 93
cannes@fineandcountry.com

1,170,000€
2 reception rooms | 5 bedrooms
3 bathrooms
Living space: 190m2
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Hungary
Ultramodern, architectural
artwork

P

anoramic views of the historical Parliament
building and the UNESCO World Heritage listed
skyline of Budapest, all a mere 10 minutes away
from downtown!
These sculpture like houses, designed by world-renowned
Gabor Varosi, consist of six separate penthouses in the
most exclusive part of District XII in the Buda Hills.
Set in 5,000m2 of private park-like surroundings with
sculptures, special lighting, diverse plants and mature trees.
The single story penthouses are separated from each
other like houses, each has its own garden and pool
with panoramic views of the Danube River and
historic downtown.
The property is fully environmentally friendly, it heats
and cools with a separate heat pump and fully integrates
into the slopes of the hills with its active green roof. The
smart house system optimizes energy consumption, and
is individually configurable.
The property has a reception service and full alarm
and camera systems. Individual elevators stop in the
penthouses themselves. Spaces are furnished with
emblematic design furniture. Philippe Stack kitchens.
Works of art in the communal spaces.
Summary: six penthouse apartments each consisting of
four bedrooms, four bathrooms, 250m2 living area, 150m2
terraces with Japanese gardens panoramic views, private
pools and three parking bays plus an additional guest
parking bay per penthouse.
Handover: from Summer 2018.
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Fine & Country Hungary
Palazzo Dorottya
Apaczai Csere Janos utca 15
1051 Budapest
Hungary
+36 20 351 3881
hungary@fineandcountry.com
POA
6 penthouse apartments each
consisting of 4 bedrooms | 4 bathrooms
Living area: 250m2 + 150m2 terraces
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Hungary
Contemporary duplex with
terrace in downtown Budapest
Splendid loft style duplex offering a sensational urban
living experience in the heart of Budapest, with a terrace
overlooking a charming small park, the Károlyi kert.
Stunning, contemporary apartment in one of the most
popular neighbourhoods of the highly sought-after 5th
district, in the Karolyi Kert for sale. It is intimately private
yet perfectly positioned close to the buzz of the pedestrian
area, many museums and countless trendy wine bars,
eateries and cafés.
Situated in a building dating from the turn-of-the-century,
this sublime attic-level duplex apartment spans more than
net 130 sq. m. and has been restored with exquisite taste
throughout. Renovation completed in summer 2017.
The carefully selected materials for the floors and the
bathrooms have been harmoniously combined with
one another. The contemporary architecture of this
stunning, south-facing duplex conveys light and space
in generous abundance.
The large living area features a fully fitted open plan
kitchen and an adjoining 9 sq. m. terrace overlooking the
small park. The sleeping quarters consist of two bedrooms,
one with an en suite bathroom, a bathroom, a utility room,
a guest WC downstairs and a study with loft upstairs.
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Fine & Country Hungary
Palazzo Dorottya, Apaczai Csere Janos
utca 15, 1051 Budapest, Hungary

HUF 165,000,000
2 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms

9 sq. m. terrace

+36 20 351 3881
hungary@fineandcountry.com
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Hungary
The Clock Villa, Budapest
This luxurious heritage listed mansion of historic significance
is set on a sprawling lot at one of the most desirable and
sought-after residential addresses in the Buda Hills.
The villa was built in 1843 in neo-classical style and
underwent complete renovation and thorough
modernisation in 2007. The property’s restored historic
character works in perfect harmony with the added
contemporary aesthetics and combines the best of older
classic architecture with all the modern upgrades. Superb
craftsmanship and premium materials define the interiors
over three levels. Features such as marble floors, large
entrance hall, 3.8m high ground floor ceilings, grand living
room with handcrafted fireplace, wine cellar and sauna
give some clue as to the level of exclusivity on offer here.
Come summer, the spacious living room is extended
onto the extensive terrace with Doric pillars. Under the
100-year-old trees a lush, manicured garden rounds off
this offer. The clock, decorating the façade of the villa, is
one of Budapest’s most prominent timepieces.

Fine & Country Hungary
Palazzo Dorottya, Apaczai Csere Janos
utca 15, 1051 Budapest, Hungary

HUF 690,000,000
6 bedrooms | 5 bathrooms
Living space: 430m2
Plot size: 2,280m2

+36 20 351 3881
hungary@fineandcountry.com
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Hungary
District V, Budapest

P

alazzo Dorottya is a completely restored and
refurbished classical building in the heart of
downtown Budapest. The unique building
comprises four floors of residential apartments, one
floor of office space let to legal firm Baker McKenzie
and headhunters Stanton Chase and retail units on the
ground floor let to Baraka Restaurant and soon to house
the Dorottya Diamond Palace.
The building has a manned reception at the main
entrance, 24 hour on site security and underground
parking for residents only. The building is within a short
walk of all the major attractions of Budapest, all the
5 star hotels and the major office buildings.
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We are offering the remaining 40 residential units for sale
on an exclusive basis. Apartments can be purchased for
owner occupancy or as investment properties on very
attractive yields. Apartments range in size from
57m2 to 213m2, many have terraces and all are furnished
to very high standard. Prices range from 210,000€ to
1,225,000€ per apartment.

Fine & Country Hungary
Palazzo Dorottya
Apaczai Csere Janos utca 15
1051 Budapest
Hungary
+36 20 351 3881
hungary@fineandcountry.com
From 210,000€ to 1,225,000€
From studio to 3 bedroom apartments
Built size: 50m2 – to 215m2
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Italy
Fine & Country Italy
Casa dei Turchi
Via Santa Maria 7
38068 Rovereto
Italy
+39 335 5238163
gianni.jacucci@fineandcountry.com
4,000,000€
Land: over 20 hectares
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Historic XVIII Century
“Baglio” in Valderice, Sicily

A

prestigious Baglio belonging to ‘700 barons, over
20 hectares of agricultural land with sea view,
on a panoramic hill of Western Sicily, at short
distance from Erice, the renowned seaside resort of San
Vito Lo Capo, the Egadi Archipelago and Trapani Airport.
The Baglio in the 19th Century passed to Barons Battiata,
becoming a political, economic and cultural centre for
the agro Ericino, thanks to Mayor Baron Battiata. It is
built around the internal courtyard, equipped with three
towers, two cylindrical and one square.
The covered area is about 4,000 sq. m., divided into the
land of the master, the church with access for farmers
and the palco for the owner’s family, area for olive mill,
area for grinding grapes, cellar with huge barrel, area for
threshing of agricultural products, stables, warehouses,
barns and area for poultry.
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Italy
Panoramic villa and
100 hectares farm near Siena

F

armhouse located in a splendid panoramic
position at Monteroni d’Arbia a few Kilometres
from Siena. It covers 100 hectares of land, of
which 25 hectares in plain, 65 hectares on the hills,
10 hectares of wood.
The built environment have a total area of about
2,300 sq. m. and are composed of a large villa of about
1,300 sq. m. surrounded by a park of 1 hectare with
swimming pool.
The adjacent farmhouse of about 300 sq. m. was renovated
in 2010 and divided into four furnished and perfectly
equipped apartments.
The former stable of about 400 sq.m and two annexes are
to be renovate, ideal for expanding tourist activities.
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Fine & Country Italy
Casa dei Turchi
Via Santa Maria 7
38068 Rovereto
Italy
+39 335 5238163
gianni.jacucci@fineandcountry.com
5,200,000€
Covered area: 2,300 sq. m.
Land: 100 hectares
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Italy
Fine & Country Italy
Casa dei Turchi
Via Santa Maria 7
38068 Rovereto
Italy
+39 335 5238163
gianni.jacucci@fineandcountry.com
3,600,000€
12 bedrooms | 14 bathrooms
3 living rooms
Covered area: 800 sq. m.
Land area 6,000 sq. m.
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Casale Toscano at
Barberino Val d’Elsa

P

erfectly restored Casale Toscano in the
countryside between Siena and Florence.
It consists of three completely renovated homes
for a total of about 800 sq. m.
The main body dates back to 1400 and includes two
houses of 530 and 210 sq. m. on two levels; completes the
property a third home of 60 sq. m. Each unit is furnished
with antiques, accurately chosen by the owners, and an
alarm system.
The residence includes a barbecue area, a wood-burning
oven, a gazebo with a wooden table accommodating
26 people and a relaxation area with tables, armchairs
and parasols.
The swimming pool (16 x 9 mt) has been realised with
care, with a corner for the little ones.
The land is of 6,000 sq. m., equipped with three entrance
gates and two private parking areas.
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Italy
Modern elements villa in the
countryside of Volterra (Pisa)

I

n a splendid hilltop position with a wonderful
panoramic view, prestigious villa, designed by a
young Tuscan architect amalgamating modern
materials and shapes with the typical landscape.
The two travertine towers blend nicely with the stone
body of the rural building and are connected by two
passages in crystal and corten. A large travertine paving
surrounds the property and in its extension to the west
incorporates the 98 sq. m. pool with the infinity edge.
The realization perfectly combines the spirit of peasant
art with contemporary architecture and technology.
The property includes a large technical room and
warehouse, covered parking spaces and an agricultural
annex. The property is equipped with a photovoltaic
system connected to the floor system with hot/cold
radiant panels.
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Fine & Country Italy
Casa dei Turchi
Via Santa Maria 7
38068 Rovereto
Italy
+39 335 5238163
gianni.jacucci@fineandcountry.com
3,000,000€
7 bedrooms | 3 bathrooms
Three hectares land with park and pool.
Covered surface of 230 sq. m.
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Mauritius

Fine & Country Mauritius
Chemin 20 pieds, Grand Bay,
Mauritius
+230 5939 5959
olivia.bathfield@fineandcountry.com
From 475,000€
From 2 to 5 bedrooms
Plot size: from 300m2 to 1,350m2
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North Villas, Grand Bay

N

orth Villas is a splendid residential complex
located in Grand Bay on the north coast of
Mauritius. This unique property is remarkable for
its absolute tranquillity and its nearness to white-sand
beaches, shops, restaurants and bars. The 13 hectare
plot features luxurious individual villas and a number
of useful amenities such as a gym, a spa, a 20 metres
swimming pool, a reception, a bowling alley, a kid’s club
and a boat parking.
North Villas is a RES (Real Estate Scheme) project.
An investment plan which offers many advantages
including the eligibility for a permanent residential
permit in Mauritius
North Villas features:
l Luxurious villas as from 475,000€
l Freehold properties built on land from 300 to 1,350m2;
l 
A wide choice of 2 to 5 bedrooms villas with
en suite bathrooms;
l Individual swimming pools;
l Refined and elegant living spaces;
l High quality and modern architecture;
l Exclusive access to a private beach club.
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Mauritius
Roche Noire, living by the sea
Located on the northeast coast of the paradise island
of Mauritius. This elegant seaside destination has been
created for homeowners and guests alike to enjoy a life
of excellence and soothing comfort at the ocean’s edge.
An exciting golf experience is being created to enhance
the substantial array of recreational diversions within
the village. Set along the river heights, this 9-hole jewel
of course is conceived to appeal to golfers of every level,
looking to play a round of golf on an exceptional course
built to the highest international standards.
The acquisition of a villa at Roche Noire enables owners
to benefit from the Mauritian residency permit for
themselves and their families as well as from the country’s
advantageous tax regime.

Fine & Country Mauritius
Chemin 20 pieds, Grand Bay,
Mauritius
+230 5939 5959
olivia.bathfield@fineandcountry.com
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From 700,000€ to 2,000,000€
From 3 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms
Plot size: from 560m2 to 2,000m2
Building dimensions: from 260m2 to 500m2
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Mauritius
Beau Champ Estate
Along the incredible east coast of the island and nestled
between two 5* luxury resorts, discover a prestigious
residential estate offering exclusive opportunities to acquire
freehold seafront plots of land and unique architect villas
boasting the highest quality and refinement standards to
create the lifestyle of your dreams.
Spreading over 213 hectares and 6km of coastline facing
the renowned Ile aux Cerfs, over 200 properties have been
already sold across this vast estate which will only reach
13% of construction density upon completion.
With a collection of exquisite experiences at your doorstep,
the destination boasts two 18-holes Signature golf courses
for avid golfers of all skill levels, a plethora of land-based
and nautical activities, a 5* resort, a spa by Thémaé Paris,
nine restaurants serving various cuisines as well as a wide
range of fine products and services.
The acquisition of a villa in Beau Champ Estate enables
owners to benefit from the Mauritian residency permit for
themselves and their families.

Fine & Country Mauritius
Chemin 20 pieds, Grand Bay,
Mauritius
+230 5939 5959
olivia.bathfield@fineandcountry.com

1,360,000€ to 2,900,000€
A modular villa concept offering from
3 to 5 bedrooms
Villa size from 240m2 to 461m2
Plot size: from 1,684m2 to 2,210m2
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Mauritius
Marina West
Marina West is the only residential marina in Mauritius.
Accessible to foreign investors, it offers owners the rare
opportunity to live by the sea in the sought-after town of
Black River on the West coast of the island.
The development benefits from a unique location,
Extending over 12.8 hectares fringed by the ocean, with
magnificent mountains as a backdrop, the marina will
comprise 143 freehold waterfront apartments, duplexes
and villas upon completion.
Marina West’s owners have the privilege of waking up to
the sound of gently lapping water and enjoying a beautiful
restaurant with an infinity pool, a spa, a gym as well as a
small commercial centre.
In addition to the sought-after Mauritian lifestyle, the
acquisition of a residence at Marina West enables owners
to benefit from the Mauritian residency permit for
themselves and their families as well as from the country’s
advantageous tax regime.

Fine & Country Mauritius
Chemin 20 pieds, Grand Bay,
Mauritius

From USD 692,000
From 2 to 5 bedrooms
Property size: from 128m2 to 517m2

+230 5939 5959
olivia.bathfield@fineandcountry.com
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Mauritius
Tamarin Estate
Nestled in the last loop of Rempart River and neighboring
18-hole Championship golf course… a unique site: as the
outpost of an earthly paradise, this lush natural raised
plateau, 30 metres high, slopes down towards the sea.
The residents, secluded in an environment where nature
embraces privacy and quality of life, can enjoy the
amenities of the nearby shops at Cap Tamarin centre and
to Tamarin Bay beach.
A private eden offering spectacular views on the
surrounding mountains, these refined and elegant
double-storey villas blend naturally in their environment.
The open and airy living room as well as inner gardens
reinforce the communion with nature.
Show villa completed in March 2018.

Fine & Country Mauritius
Chemin 20 pieds, Grand Bay,
Mauritius

Terrasse B Villas from 1,400,000€
5 bedrooms | 5 bathrooms
Plot area: from 1,456m2 to 2,095m2

+230 5939 5959
olivia.bathfield@fineandcountry.com
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Portugal
Carvoeiro
This two-storey detached four bedroom villa with pool and
a built area of 357m2 is set on a 2,401m2 plot with beautifully
landscaped gardens and offers wonderful panoramic ocean
and mountain views. It features top quality finishings and
is located in Vale de Milho within walking distance to the
center of Carvoeiro and several nearby famous beaches,
bars and restaurants. Faro airport can be reached within
45 minutes by car.
The ground floor of this light and airy villa comprises of the
entrance hall with a technical cupboard hosting the alarm
and the video-surveillance system, one en suite double
bedroom, a guest WC, a laundry/storage and the large
lounge/dining area with a three sided fireplace and the
impressing Swarovski chandelier and open plan fully-fitted
kitchen with adjacent storage. Four sets of sliding doors give
access to covered and uncovered extensive terraces and the
heated pool, surrounded by a landscaped garden with lawn
areas and a pergola. From the outdoor kitchen with built-in
barbecue, the machine room, outdoor WC/outdoor shower,
there is access to the double garage. On the first floor there
are three more double bedrooms, one of which, the master
bedroom, is en-suite and equipped with a walk-in closet as
well as a further family bathroom. All bedrooms have access
to a surrounding terrace and roof terrace that offer wonderful
ocean and mountain views down to Lagos and Sagres.
Besides aesthetic viewpoints this is a rare opportunity to buy
a villa that follows the highest level of technical standards.
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Fine & Country Carvoeiro
Rua do Barranco, Edf. V/VI, loja 62
8400-508 Carvoeiro, Portugal
+ 351 282 354 140
algarve@fineandcountry.com

1,500,000€
4 bedrooms
Living space: 357m2
EPC Rating: A+
Reference: FC508VC
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Portugal
Carvoeiro
This private condominium, a collection of two or
three bedroom homes is located in a quiet area with
countryside surroundings and great accessibility to the
village of Carvoeiro, offering a wide range of leisure and
entertainment facilities and just a short walk from Vale de
Milho golf course. This exceptional 5* tourist development
offers private parking and ocean views from most houses
along with 24 hours private security and CCTV and has
been commissioned to the highest of standards and
luxurious specifications inside and from the outside. On
a plot of 2.5 hectares, the spacious 32 townhouses are
spread over three floors, including a huge basement,
with a choice of two or three bedrooms, all en suite. They
range from 140.4m2 and 172m2 and have their own private
swimming pool and gardens, overlooking a natural lake
with most units also offering ocean views. This exclusive
resort Freehold ownership allows for total flexibility.
Owners may choose to keep their property for private
use, taking advantage of the resort’s full management
and maintenance services. Or alternatively the resort
management offer a comprehensive rental service with up
to 3.5% guaranteed net return on investment for the first
two years of ownership and a percentage of the annual
profits thereafter.

Fine & Country Carvoeiro
Rua do Barranco, Edf. V/VI, loja 62
8400-508 Carvoeiro, Portugal
+ 351 282 354 140
algarve@fineandcountry.com

from 400,000€
with a choice of 2 or 3 bedrooms
Living space: 140.4 + 172m2
EPC Exempt
Reference: VDMV2/3
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Portugal
Carvoeiro, Lagoa
This impressive villa with a build area of 405.40m2 is
located on the outskirts of Lagoa, within an estate of
quality villas and set on a large plot of 2,411m2. The golf
courses of Pinta and Gramacho are just a few minutes
away whilst Carvoeiro and the International School
are within a 10-minute drive. This property has been
thoughtfully designed to seamlessly connect the spacious
indoor and outdoor living spaces. Upon entering the
property a double height entrance hall with a sweeping
stone staircase leads to the open-plan kitchen and
informal dining area which, in turn, is connected directly to
an outdoor kitchen, barbecue and dining area alongside
an outdoor lounge with bar, ceiling fans and Jacuzzi,
all overlooking the pool and garden. On the inside, the
kitchen opens onto the lounge and the adjoining formal
dining room. The ground floor also features an en suite
bedroom and a games room which could easily be
adapted to use as self-contained guest accommodation,
or to add a further bedroom. Upstairs there are three en
suite bedrooms with patio doors opening onto terraces
with views over the nearby golf course and the Monchique
mountains. The property is fully fenced and gated with
plenty of parking space in the driveway and a garage
that is currently divided into two spaces for storage
and a massage room. This is an excellent property for
entertaining guests and an ideal family home.

Fine & Country Carvoeiro
Rua do Barranco, Edf. V/VI, loja 62
8400-508 Carvoeiro, Portugal
+ 351 282 354 140
algarve@fineandcountry.com
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895,000€
4 bedrooms
Living space: 405.40m2
EPC Rating: D
Reference: FC468VC
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Portugal
Boliqueime
This three bedroom, three bathroom, three-storey
478m2 villa with tennis court is set in a 4,560m2 plot in
the sought-after area of Zambujal, just minutes from the
charming town of Boliquieme. Faro Airport, Vilamoura
Marina, beautiful beaches and championship golf courses
are all within easy reach. The south-facing villa enjoys
scenic countryside/ocean views and overlooks the walled,
championship-size tennis court. With an established
garden, pool, built-in barbecue, shady seating areas and
sunbathing terraces, the property is perfect for summer
entertaining and al fresco dining. The ground floor
comprises hallway, dining room and study (formerly a
bedroom/bathroom), lounge plus snug-type raised sitting
area leading to poolside terraces, fully fitted kitchen
and pantry. On the lower ground floor are two en suite
bedrooms, living area, linen store and ample storage and,
which could easily convert into a separate annexe. A very
private master en suite bedroom, with dressing rooms,
walk-in wardrobes and impressive views, occupies the
entire top floor.
Fine & Country Almancil
Rua General Vasco Gonçalves,
Lote 66 r/c, Lj. 2, 8135-154 Almancil,
Algarve, Portugal
+ 351 289 396 096
algarve@fineandcountry.com

1,100,000€
3+1 bedrooms
Living space: 478m2
EPC Rating: B
Reference: FC038GT
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Portugal
Quinta do Lago
Stand out Villa located within Quinta do Lago, set within
ample lush landscaped gardens, this traditional property
would make both a fine residence or holiday home. A
grand double height entrance hall with a feature ceiling
and noble staircase, open out further into the main
lounge, which overlooks the terracing and pool area.
Three guest bedroom suites are comfortably spread
over the ground floor, one of which has access to the
pool terrace and garden. A fully fitted kitchen and formal
dining room complete the ground floor. The spacious
master bedroom suite is south facing with a private roof
terrace, along with one additional extra guest bedroom
suite on this floor. The property has the advantage of a
large and useful basement, this includes a staff bedroom
suite, home cinema room, laundry, small gym and wine
cellar. A large double garage completes this lower floor.
The overall finishing’s on the property are excellent with
underfloor heating throughout, along with a ducted air
conditioning system. Sound and lighting is controlled
by home domotics. Externally, the flat lawned area is
ideal for young families, this coupled with an oversized
heated/covered pool, a BBQ terrace, sun lounging area
and an artificial putting green are the final touches to a
spectacular property in Europe’s finest resort.
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Fine & Country Almancil
Rua General Vasco Gonçalves,
Lote 66 r/c, Lj. 2, 8135-154 Almancil,
Algarve, Portugal
+ 351 289 396 096
algarve@fineandcountry.com

4,200,000€
6 bedrooms
Living space: 573m2
EPC Exempt
Reference: QDLL108
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Portugal
Olhão
This colonial style property is located close to Olhão and
is walking distance to the little town of Pechão. It is set on
two floors and would make a wonderful home or even a
small stylish boutique hotel. It is composed of an entrance
hall with original azulejos leading onto a large lounge/
dining area with domed Arabesque style ceilings. There
is another reception room on the side and a cloak room.
At the far end of the house is a rustic kitchen and a room
for laundry, it opens onto a covered winter garden with
barbeque area. There are three en suite bedrooms on the
first floor, accessible by two staircases, they are all very
large and bright and lead onto a terrace space with far
reaching views over the garden. There is an additional roof
terrace accessible through a spiral stair case. In the park
style garden, there is a water feature and numerous shaded
seating areas. Mature plants and palm trees surround the
pool area, which at the side has a self-contained annexe
for guests or for a housekeeper. There are two mature
orchards, one for tropical fruits, a large car port and a
separate garage. An impressive and unique property.
Fine & Country Tavira
Sítio de Arroteia, Luz de Tavira
8800-102 Tavira, Algarve, Portugal
+ 351 281 023 263
algarve@fineandcountry.com

800,000€
5 bedrooms
Living space: 308m2
EPC Rating: C
Reference: TVR5409
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Portugal
Fantastic detached villa,
Melides, Alentejo
This fantastic house is located in Melides, in 11 hectares
of densely populated Mediterranean oak and pine trees.
It is 1 hour from Lisbon airport and 10 minutes from the
Atlantic ocean. The house provides stunning views over the
protected natural area that sweeps to the Atlantic Ocean
and the Natural Park of Arrabida. The beach of
Aberta-a-Nova is 6 km away.
The house is on two levels and has a suite, with direct
private access to the outdoor swimming pool, living room,
dining room and kitchen on the main floor. There are four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, storeroom and garage for two
cars on the ground floor.
The house was carefully planned to harmonize with the
surrounding landscape with luxurious material and high
technology equipment: Air conditioning in all rooms.
The Alentejo coast is located between Lisbon Metropolitan
area and the Algarve. It is a vast area with wide landscapes
where the land seems to mix with the blue sea in a harmony
that invites you to join in its charm and stunning views.

Fine & Country Comporta
Rua do Secador nº13,
7580-648 Comporta, Portugal
+351 265 497 302
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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1,950,000€
5 bedrooms | 3 bathrooms
Stunning view
Plot area: 11,0000m2
Built area: 350m2
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Portugal
Amazing, country estate,
Comporta, Alentejo
This extraordinary 18 hectare property is in a beautiful area
near the beaches of São Torpes and Aberta a Nova. The
house was built to take advantage of the excellent views. It
comprises a main house, a guest house, a housekeeper’s
cottage, a wooden lodge, stables for horses (paddock, four
harness rooms) garage, games room/snooker, cinema/TV
room, wine cellar, storage room and robust safe (3/mg).
The main house has seven suites, 10 bathrooms, drawing
room with fireplace, dining room, equipped kitchen.
The guest house has two suites and a living room with
kitchenette. The housekeeper’s house has four bedrooms,
three bathrooms and a living room with fireplace. The
lodge has two bedrooms, one bathroom and storage.
The Alentejo coast is located between Lisbon and the
Algarve. It is a vast area with wide landscapes.
There are 5,261 sq. km. of pine forests, salt marshes,
beaches, paddy fields, rivers and of course the sea that
make this region a paradise in which to purchase a property
for permanent residence or holiday home.

Fine & Country Comporta
Rua do Secador nº13,
7580-648 Comporta, Portugal
+351 265 497 302
infoirg@fineandcountry.com

800,000€
15 bedrooms | 16 bathrooms
Beautiful property area near the beaches
Built area: 1,316m2
Plot area: 18,0000m2
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Portugal
Magnificent duplex townhouse,
Estoril, Cascais
Manificent three bedroom townhouse with 305 sq. m.
with top quality materials and finishings in the exclusive
residential area of Estoril. The townhouse comprises a
very spacious living and dining room with double height
ceilings and access to a stunning terrace, a fully equipped
kitchen and a WC. On the lower floor there are three full
suites, a dressing room, office and a private garden. There
are also two parking spaces, common swimming pool
with deck and garden.
Estoril was fit for kings and queens and is full of history. It
is famous for its year round temperate climate, attractive
promenade and beaches and over many years has been
known as the Riviera of Portugal. It boasts the largest Casino
in Europe, equestrian and tennis centres and is surrounded
with ten golf courses. It provides various sports and cultural
activities and has many bars and restaurants.

Fine & Country Cascais
Av. Aida, Edif. Arcadas do Parque
Loja 19, 2765-187 Estoril, Portugal
+351 214 643 630
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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1,750,000€
3 bedrooms | 3 bathrooms
Prime Location
Amazing Terrace
Built area: 305m²
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Portugal
Fantastic detached villa,
Birre, Cascais
This villa with 432m2 was constructed on a plot with
2,000m2 chosen for its orientation, privacy and tranquillity.
The ground floor comprises a large living room with
fireplace, a separate dining room, WC, fully equipped
state of the art kitchen, one bedroom suite, two further
bedrooms sharing one bathroom, staff bedroom and
bathroom, laundry and an independent guest suite with
kitchenette. The living rooms lead onto expansive covered
and uncovered south and west facing terraces.
The first floor is totally dedicated to the master suite
with large bedroom surrounded by terraces, bathroom
and walk-in closet. The lower ground floor has a home
cinema or games room and bar as well as a bedroom
suite with independent access and private patio. The
mature gardens surround the property with high timber
walls giving 100% privacy. There is a main swimming
pool, children’s pool, Jacuzzi, barbeque and chill out area
with external fireplace as well as a Thai style gymnasium
surrounded by glass walls.
The property has air conditioning throughout.

Fine & Country Cascais
Av. Aida, Edif. Arcadas do Parque
Loja 19, 2765-187 Estoril, Portugal
+351 214 643 630
infoirg@fineandcountry.com

3,350,000€
5 bedrooms | 5 bathrooms
Amazing garden with Jacuzzi
Built area: 433m² | Plot area: 2000m²
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Portugal
Fabulous, detached villa,
Birre, Cascais
This excellent villa with 1,138m2 of land is situated just a
few minutes from the center of Cascais. The villa is divided
into three floors and the ground floor has an entrance
hall, a spacious living room and dining room with access
to the garden, terraces and pool. A large fully equipped
kitchen with dining area, WC, and two suites with access to
the garden. The top floor has a fantastic suite and a large
master suite with dressing room, both having access to
terraces. The lower floor consists of an office, laundry area,
storage room, SPA area, equipped with jacuzzi, sauna and
gym. The property has air conditioning and solar panels.
The property also has a garage for four cars.
Traditionally a fishing village Cascais now offers so
much more. From its restaurants to the beaches it is also
surrounded by ten golf courses. It has health clubs, tennis
clubs, riding centers, international schools, the famous
Guincho beach and 5* hotels. With its marina and long
beach promenade to Estoril with its restaurants and water
sports, mild climate and the great beaches it is often
referred to as the Riviera of Portugal.

Fine & Country Cascais
Av. Aida, Edif. Arcadas do Parque
Loja 19, 2765-187 Estoril, Portugal

1,800,000€
4 bedrooms | 7 bathrooms
Swimming pool and garden
Built area: 702m2 | Plot area: 1,138m2

+351 214 643 630
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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Portugal
Luxury detached,
Quinta da Marinha, Cascais
Villa of contemporary architecture four bedrooms plus
one with 634m2, with amazing views to the sea and the
golf coursse, in a plot of land with 2,400m2. The property
is spread over two floors plus basement. The ground floor
consists of entrance hall, large living room with fireplace
and dining room with large windows providing plenty of
light and a great view of the golf course and the sea, fully
equipped kitchen, laundry, office, two suites with direct
access to the garden and guest bathroom. On the first floor
there is a bedroom en suite, the master suite with walk-in
closet, both with terraces with sea views, meditation room
and observatory with panoramic window on the ceiling.
In the basement there is a gym with complete bathroom
and Turkish bath, wine cellar and two parking spaces. The
property comprises a beautiful garden and pool with direct
passage to the golf course.
Quinta da Marinha is near to the sand dunes and surfers
paradise of Guincho beach. This luxurious residential
development has two championship 18 hole golf courses
as well as four 5* hotels. It also has an equestrian centre,
a tennis club and a modern health club and a 24 hour
security service.

Fine & Country Cascais
Av. Aida, Edif. Arcadas do Parque,
Loja 19, 2765-187 Estoril, Portugal
+351 214 643 630
infoirg@fineandcountry.com

5,500,000€
4 bedrooms | 7 bathrooms
Swimming pool with amazing views to the
sea and the golf
Contemporary architecture
Built area: 634m2 | Plot area: 2,400m2
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Portugal
Fantastic apartment,
Estrela, Lisbon
This apartment is located in Estrela between two parks of
Estrela Gardens and São Bento Gardens.
It is in a new building that has only four apartments. This
one is on the second floor and ideal for those looking for a
residence in the centre of Lisbon or for investment in short
or long term rentals.
The apartment has an excellent modern open plan
kitchen/living room opening to a 22 sq. m. garden. It has
a laundry room and full bathroom. It has a superb master
suite plus one bedroom.
Estrela is one of the more noble areas of Lisbon with its
local shops, schools, restaurants and public transport. This
borough next to Lapa has the emblematic Estrela Basilica
and the famous Estrela Gardens that reflect the typical
English style garden of peace and beauty.

Fine & Country Lisbon
Rua António Maria Cardoso nº64,
Chiado 1200-027 Lisboa, Portugal
+351 213 420 250
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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595,000€
2 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms

Center of Lisbon
Modern Apartment
Built area: 103m2
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Portugal
Spacious apartment,
Chiado, Lisbon
A two bedroom apartment on a second floor in a
luxurious Emenda 5 development. It is located in the
most prestigious area of Lisbon, Chiado. Maintaining the
original façade this XIX Century building was fully restored
with the most modern construction techniques but with
a traditional charm and quality keeping up with the
demands of modern times.
The apartment has two spacious suites, a 45 sq. m. living
room with four windows opening to the kitchen, guest
bathroom, laundry area, storage and two garage spaces.
In Chiado you can find several well-known restaurants,
great bars, theatres, shops and a stunning view over the
Tagus estuary.
Nearby is the famed Avenida da Liberdade, an avenue that
has international and exclusive shops and the best hotels
in the city.
Chiado is one of the most sought after areas by tourists
and investors and has the advantage of having easy access
to public transport.

Fine & Country Lisbon
Rua António Maria Cardoso nº64,
Chiado 1200-027 Lisboa, Portugal

1,615,000€
2 bedrooms | 3 bathrooms
Prime Location
Built area: 174m2

+351 213 420 250
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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Portugal
One D.Carlos I, Lapa, Lisbon
Located in the historical and residential area of Santos.
The development has contemporary architecture
comprising 52 apartments from studio to two bedroom
with areas between 40 sq. m. to 140 sq. m. It also has five
penthouses up to 173 sq. m. All apartments have a terrace
or balcony where you can enjoy fantastic views from three
sides – over the Tagus River, the Largo Vitorino Damásio or
over the city.
The Santos area which is gaining popularity has been
requalified by the Lisbon City Council. Is near the
Time Out Market, the D. Luis Garden as well as many
restaurants and leisure and entertainment areas.
Becoming livelier all the time it has the attraction for
both residents as well as tourists.
The project is due for completion in the end of 2019.

Fine & Country Lisbon
Rua António Maria Cardoso nº64,
Chiado 1200-027 Lisboa, Portugal
+351 213 420 250
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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From 237,000€
Studio to 2 Bedrooms

5 more Penthouses
Built area: 40m2 to 140m2
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Portugal
São Ciro living, Lapa, Lisbon
Located within the charming Lapa neighborhood, São Ciro
Living spans along São Ciro Street, up to Sant’Ana à Lapa
Street, with the Basílica da Estrela monument’s dome
in the background. The buildings maintain the original
details of its XIX Century façade, regular and rhythmic,
reminiscent of traditional post-pombalin architecture.
With 14 apartments spread over three floors, from studio
to three bedrooms and with built areas between 37m2
and 139m2 this development is surrounded by a myriad
of Lisbon’s most iconic points of interest, just by the river
bridge at Belém to the cruise ship terminal, next to Santa
Apolónia. The buildings around are largely residential,
accompanied with local commerce adapted to the
characteristic charm of the area.
The project is due for completion in June of 2019.

Fine & Country Lisbon
Rua de Sant’Ana à Lapa 67,
1200-797 Lisboa, Portugal

From 263,000€
Studio to 3 bedrooms
Prime location
Built area: 37m2 to 139m2

+351 218 202 534
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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Portugal
Modern detached villa
Santo Tirso, Porto
This is a modern and unique 12 room 749 sq. m. house.
It has four bedrooms (three of them en suite), five
bathrooms, two living rooms, one dining room, a spacious
fully equipped kitchen, laundry, office with library on two
floors, garage, large swimming pool and extensive garden
with views over the countryside. The floor is made of
solid jatobá wood. It also has central heating and double
glazing throughout.
To guarantee full privacy the two plots annexed to the
house are all part of the same set. They are respectively
1) a building plot with area of 1,553 sq. m. and
2) 10,000 sq. m. plot with an orchard.
Located in Santo Tirso 30km from the city of Porto as well
as the International Airport this house invites you to live
peacefully in the country although in a quiet area but not
far from the city – a perfect combination.

Fine & Country Porto
Rua Doutor Sousa Viterbo Nº77,
4050-593 Porto, Portugal
+351 222 011 511
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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1,250,000€
4 bedrooms | 5 bathrooms
Exterior swimming pool and
Beautiful garden
Plot area: 1,6195m2
Built area: 749m2
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Portugal
Prédio Verde Baixa, Porto
These six charming apartments are located in the famous
Rua Mouzinho da Silveira street in an iconic corner
building facing the Douro River. The apartments are an
excellent investment for permanent residence or for a
holiday rental property.
Luxury finishings where historic character is maintained
blending with contemporary modern architecture. Views
over the Douro River, the Cathedral, São Bento Station and
Serra do Pilar make these fabulous apartments a unique
and secure investment.
The building has six floors with elevator and high quality
finishings. Works began in September 2017 and this is the
ideal time to invest.
This prime location adjoining the Douro River, the Port
wine cellars, the Praça do Infante, Largo de São Domingos
and Rua das Flores enhance the value.
The project is due for completion in October of 2018.
Fine & Country Porto
Rua Doutor Sousa Viterbo Nº77,
4050-593 Porto, Portugal

From 600,000€
From 1 to 2 bedrooms
Prime location
Built area: from 78m2 to 106m2

+351 222 011 511
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
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Your specialist in the
sale of urban residences

Fine & Country City Living is our specialist division
dedicated to the marketing and sale of urban properties,
may it be that convenient city pad, the family townhouse
or the coveted buy-to-let property.

For more information or for a free valuation, please contact:
+44 (0)20 7079 1515 or email parklane@fineandcountry.com

CITY
LIVING
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Romania
Beautiful penthouse
An exquisite penthouse apartment comprising three
bedrooms, located in a building that occupies one of the
few remaining lots in an old neighborhood of historical
and architectural value in the central area of Bucharest.
The ventilated façade system, the floor-to-ceiling
windows, the asymmetric large terraces, the white iron
common staircase, the shading system with external roller
blinds, the roll-up insects screens, trench convectors
in wood, this bright apartment offers the lifestyle and
amenities that a modern family looks for. The upper floor
contains the day area with a large living room,a guest
bathroom and semi-detached kitchen, fully furnished and
equipped with latest generation appliances. A generous
terrace above of 120 sq. m. offers a spectacular view over
the old historical houses in the neighborhood, three
parking places and one storage room are assigned to
this property.

Fine & Country Romania
Gheorghe Lazar Street,
no. 5B, district 1, postal code 010202,
Bucharest, Romania
+4 021 230 44 55
diana.dragostin@fineandcountry.com

from 1,100,000€
3 bedrooms | 3 bathrooms
Terrace: 120 sq. m.
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Romania
Dumbrava Vlasiei, Balotesti
Set in this unique wooden area from the North side of
Bucharest, just 15 kilometers away from the Henri Coanda
Airport in a private, yet expanding region developed on
90 hectares, “ART6 House” is among the first houses
build in Village 1 from Dumbrava Vlasiei, near Vladiceasca
Forrest. This modern 640 sq. m. house is composed of
basement, ground floor and attic including ten bedrooms
and three bathrooms. The home’s heating and cooling
system it’s eco-friendly, therefore energy consumption
is below 55 kWh per year. It’s a smart house using the
Gira KNX system, an intelligent solution for the electrical
installation of building technology, which opens up a new
extent of modern living increasing the living comfort and
at the same time ensuring not only low energy, costs but
also greater security.

Fine & Country Romania
Gheorghe Lazar Street,
no. 5B, district 1, postal code 010202,
Bucharest, Romania
+4 021 230 44 55
diana.dragostin@fineandcountry.com
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2,500,000€
10 bedrooms | 3 bathrooms
Plot size: 2,375 sq. m.
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Romania
Herastrau park view penthouse
A unique, corner duplex penthouse commanding the best
views of Herastrau Park from Charles de Gaulle Square.
Set in this recently built luxury development comprised
of two blocks of 18 apartments each, this penthouse is
one of the most desirable properties in Bucharest, with
best-in-class construction materials insuring the lasting
value of the building in one of the most important areas
of the city.
The spectacular luxury apartment has a living space
distributed on two levels of 287 sq. m., with three terraces
summing 103 sq. m. The main entrance is on the fourth
floor of the building, comprised of three bedrooms, three
bathrooms, one dressing room, a living room and a kitchen.
The fifth floor has a spacious living room with 4 metre high
windows providing natural light for most of the day and
opens onto a 50 sq. m. terrace overlooking Herastrau Park
and Charles de Gaulle Square. It also contains a dining
area, kitchen and a bathroom.
Fine & Country Romania
Gheorghe Lazar Street,
no. 5B, district 1, postal code 010202,
Bucharest, Romania
+4 021 230 44 55
diana.dragostin@fineandcountry.com

1,798,000€
Parking place price 20,000€
3 bedrooms | 4 bathrooms
Terrace: 103 sq. m.
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Romania

Fine & Country Romania
Gheorghe Lazar Street,
no. 5B, district 1, postal code 010202,
Bucharest, Romania
+4 021 230 44 55
diana.dragostin@fineandcountry.com
POA
8 bedrooms | 8 bathrooms
Plot size: 70,000 sq. m.
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Nature gateway, Buzau

N

ature gateway is an unique domain, a destination
that offers breathtaking views towards the
valleys of Buzau, fabulously covered with linden
forest. The Estate is located in the Carpathian Mountains.
It is North East of Bucharest, in Buzau, 1h30 from the
international Henri-Coanda airport. It also benefits from
a 10 hectares of meadow with two lakes and an orchard
and gardens (Close to Dealul Mare – possibility to plant
vineyards). The Estate has four buildings: the main lodge,
the farm, the guard house, a garage. The main lodge
has a surface of 1,200m2 and is built with the following
materials: Pine logs from Romania, stones from the French
Alps, slate from Norway and Brazil, pool surface from
Australia. The Spa benefits of indoor swimming pool,
heated, jacuzzi, sauna, steam bath and terrace.
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Romania
Neo-renaissance French palace,
Calea Victoriei area, Bucharest
This majestic 19th Century house is rich with historical
significance including but not limited to neo-renaissance
French style and neo-gothic architectural accents
which have been blended with all of the amenities of
an estate like home. This property belonged to
Niculescu-Dorobantu aristocratic family and was build
by the famous architect Grigore Cherchez. It’s architecture
is inspired by the castle of Louis XII in Loire Valley.
1,462.53 sq. m. spread over a semi-basement, groundfloor,
two floors and attic. An architectural jewel of gothic style,
with carved stone arches and windows and high tower
with slate roof and wooden ceilings. This cultural heritage
property features a 2,150 sq. m. lot, 33 office spaces,
four bathrooms, four sanitary installations and furniture
and two balconies. In 1960, the property hosted a ballet
school. An exclusive property conveniently located in
between Roman and Victoriei Square.

Fine & Country Romania
Gheorghe Lazar Street,
no. 5B, district 1, postal code 010202,
Bucharest, Romania
+4 021 230 44 55
diana.dragostin@fineandcountry.com
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POA
33 rooms | 8 bathrooms
1 reception
Plot size: from 1,498 sq. m.
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Romania
Unique twenty room villa
A luxury family mansion with a gorgeous landscaped
garden, with a contemporary design, displaying on ground
floor and semi-basement, set in 3,000 sq. m. incorporating
lawns and a variety of trees and shrubs, this impressive
and immaculately presented home enjoys a peaceful
location. The accommodation is spacious and well
appointed with a large reception hall, a fabulous living
and dining area, with a new kitchen, five double en suite
bedrooms, cinema room, children playground, bowling
alley, hobbies room, indoor swimming pool and gym
overlooking the grounds and the lake, with casement
doors opening towards a stunning garden. The property
has a drive with turning circle, garage and a spacious two
room guest house.

The VAT quota is applicable according to the Romanian laws.
For more details, please contact our experts!

Fine & Country Romania
Gheorghe Lazar Street,
no. 5B, district 1, postal code 010202,
Bucharest, Romania
+4 021 230 44 55
diana.dragostin@fineandcountry.com

4,250,000€
20 rooms | 9 bathrooms
Plot size: 4,504 sq. m.
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South
Africa
Somerset West, Cape Town
This 960 sq. m. designer home situated in an exclusive gated
security estate in one of the most sought after positions
in Somerset West with breathtaking views over False Bay,
offers incredible features for the discerning buyer. This
sublime, spacious home is built on two levels, including
four bedrooms, four bathrooms, a guest toilet, two studies,
designer kitchen and open-plan living areas. Rooms and
living areas have easy access to the outdoor areas of the
home which include a rim flow pool, a sunken seating
area incorporating the majestic views and a fish pond
with water feature.
The very spacious main bedroom with high quality
wallpaper forming a key feature leads into a beautifully
designed bathroom and two walk-in closets. The two
separate guest rooms and full bathrooms on the lower level
are designed with all comfort in mind and allows for guests
to be completely separate from the rest of the house.
Key extra features in the home include a cinema with
seating for six people, a billiard room and several storage
rooms. There is fully equipped staff accommodation
allowing for two people to stay on the premises.

90

Fine & Country Helderberg
3 Bright Street, Somerset West
Helderberg, Western Cape, 7130

1,635,000€
4 bedrooms | 4 bathrooms
Reference: 194137

+27 (0)21 851 3104
helderberg@fineandcountry.com
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South
Africa
Thesen Island, Knysna
Built on Thesen Islands, undeniably the premium lifestyle
estate of the Garden Route, this marvelous elegant home
enjoys breathtaking views across wide canal.
Beautifully designed, with ideal family living in mind, an
inviting entrance hall gives way to multiple stacking doors
which ignites an excitement at the sheer architectural
perfection. The ground floor bedrooms are both en suite
and have double doors leading out. Spacious, light and
airy, the top floor is home to two bedrooms with their own
Juliette balconies and they share a full bathroom.
The gourmet kitchen, an innovative design connecting
spaces and regarded as the family hub, leads into the
dining and lounge area, allowing for formal and informal
gatherings. An easy flow is perfected by double doors
opening up to a sun room, and guides you along to the
patio from where there is seamless waterside access to your
private jetty.
Low maintenance aloe garden, which allows a stunning year
round outdoor area whilst adhering to the water restrictions.

Fine & Country Knysna
4 Waterfront Drive
Knysna, Western Cape, 6570

580,000€
4 bedrooms | 3 bathrooms
Reference: 200433

+27 (0)44 382 0155
knysna@fineandcountry.com
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South
Africa
Plattekloof, Western Cape
From its elevated position in a spectacularly striking part of
Plattekloof in the Western Cape, Baronetcy Estate offers a
rare opportunity for homeowners to enjoy natural eco living
in the comfort of their homes in a secure gated community.
Development of the warm and inviting estate began over ten
years ago after the land was acquired from the De Grendel
Farm, one the country’s oldest and most historic farms.
This exceptional home in this lifestyle estate, situated
in the heart of Plattekloof adjacent to the landmark De
Grendel Wine Estate, has spectacular wrap-around views
and five luxurious en suite bedrooms. The double volume
entrance hall has an easy flow to the sumptuous, open-plan
living zones and study. The chef’s kitchen, with concealed
appliances, has Ceasarstone finishes, a Smeg gas stove and
a double oven. The expansive entertainment areas have
stacking doors that open to the indoor pool and barbeque
area. The guest suite with kitchenette has a private lounge.
Extras include beautiful bulk heads, floating stairs, central
heating or cooling and a gas fireplace. This architectural
masterpiece has a timeless elegance and design and offers
a rare lifestyle experience for the privileged few.
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Fine & Country Durbanville
Unit A1, Anansi Park, 25 Church Str,
Durbanville, 7550, South Africa

1,286,000€
5 bedrooms | 5 bathrooms
Reference: 200108

+ 27 (0)21 975 1302
durbanville@fineandcountry.com
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South
Africa
Midrand, Gauteng
An exceptional property, initially built as an exquisite
family residence by its first owners, who were inspired
by traditional British architecture to create a glorious
English manor house. The wrought iron gates, large arched
glass front door, imperial staircase, which showcases
the exquisite stained-glass window, are testament to
the unsurpassed skills of the artisans who created them.
Meticulous attention has been paid to the formal gardens
befitting to the main residence. A heli pad, manicured lawns
and breathtaking panoramic views add to the awe inspired
expanse of the two hectare estate.
The residence accommodates six en suite bedrooms which
includes a private flatlet annexed to the main residence.
A large eat-in kitchen with separate scullery and laundry
room, informal lounge with its own cloakroom and the
informal dining room flow with ease into all these living
spaces. The elegant double formal lounge enjoys the
views of the swimming pool and formal gardens with the
picturesque back drop of the panoramic vista. The property
is zoned as a guesthouse with the ball room seating 150 and
has a bar alongside it as well as a 12-seater cinema room.
Imported, personally selected, Venetian and Swarovski
crystal chandeliers adorn the ceilings throughout.

Fine & Country Midrand
40 Summerset Estate, Garden Road,
Summerset, Midrand, 1685

1 169 896€
6 bedrooms | 7 bathrooms
Reference: 191862

+27 (0)11 468 1335
midrand@fineandcountry.com
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South
Africa
Constantia, Western Cape
Beautifully located for privacy in this exclusive family home
has been designed to perfection. A modern entertainers
home well positioned to capture the breathtaking views of
Table Mountain.
An entertainers contemporary kitchen equipped with AEG
gas hob and oven, Caesar Stone tops and a large centre
island flowing to the open-plan living room and dining room
with high ceilings, solid wooden floors and large sliding
doors which in turn lead to large covered patio with built-in
barbeque and solar heated pool. Also included downstairs,
is a children’s play room with USB port, a guest room with
en suite bathroom and a superb work from home office or
flatett with a private entrance and garden.
Upstairs consists of three further en suite bedrooms all
designed to capture the views and the light. The spacious
master bedroom includes a beautifully appointed bathroom
and dressing room. The many features of this property
include a borehole, direct entry from the triple garage,
central vacuum system, two large photovoltaic geysers,
fiber, led lights, workshop, 6000L water storage system.
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Fine & Country Constantia
Shop 8 Old Village, Constantia
Village Shopping Centre, Constantia

1 210 000€
4 bedrooms | 4 bathrooms
Reference: 197382

+27 (0)21 794 5120
constantia@fineandcountry.com
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South
Africa
Constantia, Western Cape
No expense has been spared in this outstanding home
in wind free Hohenhort. This bespoke home has recently
undergone extensive renovations. Palatial versatile
accommodation including, seven reception rooms, three
lounges, two kitchens, open-plan living with a really inviting
flow to large patios leading to a very beautiful garden
with panoramic views of the mountain. Five beautifully
appointed en suite bedrooms all with built-in cupboards.
The reception rooms are large, comfortable and offer
open-plan living with accent on comfort and a very good
flow to the outdoors. Garaging for six cars some with
direct access. Two staff quarters. A quiet generator and a
5000 liter filtration system enables one to be off the grid,
powerful borehole, fully automatic irrigation, solar powered
geysers, heated swimming pool, a large internal wine
cellar, gymnasium, sauna in main bedroom bathroom. Very
sophisticated surveillance, CCTV cameras, a guard house,
special security gates upstairs to both bedroom wings, to
ensure peace of mind. A luxurious two bedroom en suite
cottage with large living area open-plan living comprising
sitting and dining area, a comprehensive kitchen, walk in
pantry. Excellent flow to a covered patio overlooking the
garden. There is a lovely water feature alongside a stream
running through the garden with a tranquil seating area.

Fine & Country Constantia
Shop 8 Old Village, Constantia
Village Shopping Centre, Constantia

3,016,000€
5 bedrooms | 5 bathrooms
Reference: 196937

+27 (0)21 794 5120
constantia@fineandcountry.com
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Spain
Eixample Dret, Barcelona
An elegant and majestic apartment that combines
historical elements with modern finishes located in one of
the best neighbourhoods of Barcelona-Eixample Derecho,
next to the prestigious Paseo de Gràcia.
This luxury property has been completely renovated
and it has a built area of 170 sq. m. When entering the
apartment, a generous hall opens the way to the day area
which consists of a spacious and sunny living room with
exit to a terrace of 22 sq. m., a large and fully equipped
kitchen and a guest toilet. The rest area is composed of
three double bedrooms en suite with individual balconies.
A typical property of Eixample that receives plenty of
natural light thanks to its position.
A great opportunity for those who love classic buildings
located very close to one of the most internationally
recognized streets, the street of fashion, luxury and
modernism par excellence: Paseo de Gracia.

Fine & Country Barcelona Centre
Calle Bruc 42-44, Bajos 08010
Barcelona, Spain
+ 34 93 467 64 18
barcelona.centre@fineandcountry.com
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1,300,000€
3 bedrooms | 4 bathrooms
Built area: 170 sq. m.
Living area: 140 sq. m.
Reference: FC01073/197105
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Spain
Barcelona
Beautiful seafront property in Diagonal Mar – Barcelona.
The 115 sq. m. apartment is located in a prestigious gated
community and features a spacious living rooms, fully
equipped kitchen and a 60 sq. m. terrace. Two double
bedrooms, a master bedroom with en suite bathroom and
walking closet and a fourth bedroom for guests or office.
Spare bathroom in the corridor. The private terrace can
be accessed from every room of the apartment and it has
gorgeous views over the sea and the park. AC and heating
system, wooden floors. Building with four elevators and
concierge service. 24 hours security. Parking space and
storage room. Communal area includes two swimming
pools, paddle-tennis courts, gym and playground
for children. Close to all amenities and very well
communicated with the city center by public transport
or motorway.

Fine & Country Diagonal Mar, Barcelona
83 Passeig del Taulat,
Barcelona, 8019 Spain
+34 933 56 26 66
diagonalmar@fineandcountry.com

1,550,000€
3 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms
Surface: 115m2
Reference: BPT2452
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Portinatx, Ibiza
Located north of Ibiza, in Portinatx, in one of the most
beautiful and family tourist areas of the island, you will
find these magnificent designer homes.
Luxury development of 17 luxury properties, with private
pool, garage and storage room, near the beach.
Distributed in two Blocks with two floors, each house
has three bedrooms, one is a suite, designer kitchen
and terrace. The ground floors have private garden and
swimming pool and the houses on the first floors, have
rooftop solarium with Jacuzzi.
The houses are equipped with the most modern
technologies in home automation, security cameras
and first quality finishes.
You will have a luxurious and unique lifestyle in a
privileged location just a few minutes walk from a
beautiful sandy beach.

Fine & Country Ibiza
63 Avenida Isidoro Macabich
Ibiza, 7800 Spain
+34 871 034 676
ibiza@fineandcountry.com

Price starts from 395.000€
3 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms | 17 luxury properties | Private pool | Near the beach.
Surface: Start from 80m2

Plot: It depends on the ground floor, but the smallest garden is 70m2.
For the penthouses the smallest solarium has 77m2
Reference: 1194
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Spain
Cabrils, Barcelona
An oasis of peace and tranquility with spectacular views
over the tree tops and across the valley to the sea.
This magnificent villa has been built on a gentle pine-clad
slope of the Maresme hills blessing it with spectacular
views over the tree tops and across the valley to the sea.
An oasis of of peace and tranquility.
The villa is built to 750 sq. m., standing on a 2,150 sq. m.
plot. The beautiful house consists of three floors, each of
which have separate entrances. You can enter the level
you prefer while inviting guests to the most appropriate if
you are entertaining friends or family. The floors are also
connected internally, not least by a beautiful marble spiral
staircase which winds up inside a stone turret.
The property is located in the village of Cabrils which is
home to a number of excellent restaurants: known as
“Cabrils, vila gastronòmica”. It is situated on the edge of
the beautiful Serralada LitoralNational Park.

Fine & Country Maresme
Avinguda de Catalunya,
Sant Andreu de Llavaneres
Barcelona, 08392 Spain
+ 34 936 21 90 00
maresme@fineandcountry.com

1,650,000€
4 bedrooms | 3 bathrooms
Sea view | swiming pool
Cinema | Gym | Sauna
Surface: 750 sq. m. | Plot: 2,150 sq. m.
Reference: BPT2452
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La Sierrezuela, Mijas Costa
House designed by local well-respected Architect Jose
Antonio Marqueo-Sainz. The original construction was
completed with first occupancy licence granted to the
present property owner in April 1986, The same team of
architecto and aparajador designed and supervised the
building of the extension which with the garage/studio
and tennis court formed the building project. Final works
completed 2002.
The property has six bedrooms, five bathrooms, with
reception areas, porches and terraces give a total build
size of 500 m2. Outside amenities include 10mx5m
swimming pool, full size ‘plexipave’ tennis court and offstreet parking for six cars plus double garage.
The property in an elevated position, enjoys good views of
the mountains to the north and the sea to the south.

Fine & Country Mijas
C/ Viento Del Sur Local
No1 Urb Riviera Del Sol
Mijas Costa 29649 Spain
+ 34 952 930 532
mijas@fineandcountry.com
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900,000€
6 bedrooms | 5 bathrooms
Situated in an elevated position on a south facing
Built area: 500m2
Living area: 2,010 m2
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Spain
Cortijo Roca tranquila
Great Cortijo en Fuengirola with nine bedrooms, nine
bathrooms and one independent apartment with living
room, kitchen, one bedroom and one bathroom.
Baron Killish Von Horn built the house in days gone by,
on one of the largest and most unspoiled plots in the
area. Today the house has been completely restored, with
elegant, original details, together with state-of-the-art
modern facilities.
Ground floor: Large salons in different sections, views
over the bay, huge professional kitchen fully fitted with all
appliances, bar.
Semi basement: four bedrooms and three bathrooms.
First floor: Huge penthouse with four bedrooms,
three bathrooms, fully fitted kitchen, large living/
dining room, tastefully decorated. Huge terrace with
panoramic views.
Pool and Barbeque: The 12,50m long pool is heated (gas),
and the terrace area has a covered area with plasma and
parabolic installation, fully fitted bathroom, fully fitted
kitchen and a huge barbeque area with a original Pizza oven
from Italy. Both covered and open terraces.

Fine & Country Mijas
C/ Viento Del Sur Local
No1 Urb Riviera Del Sol
Mijas Costa 29649 Spain
+ 34 952 930 532
mijas@fineandcountry.com

5,200,000€
9 bedrooms | 9 bathrooms
Cortijo Roca Tranquilla, idea for a boutique hotel.
Built area: 1,618 sq. m.
Living area: 4,740 sq. m.
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Down the hallway
onto the fairway
We understand that those looking at buying a property on a golf course are not just investing in a
home, they are investing in a lifestyle; to wake up and walk directly onto the green and to spend
the morning playing a few rounds, before retreating to the clubhouse for a spot of lunch.
This is why Fine & Country has teamed up with European Tour Properties and Troon Golf to form
a specialist division, Fine & Country Golf Living. The division is dedicated to the marketing and sale
of an elite collection of golf properties on some of the world’s most exclusive golf courses.

For more information on our golf department or for a free valuation,
please contact: +44 (0)20 7079 1515 or email parklane@fineandcountry.com

GOLF
LIVING

FILLERS.indd 52
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Spain
Sevilla, Andalucia area
The former summer residence of the Duke of Pilares,
Madrid, The Palacio is a 300 year old. Perfectly situated
just half an hour from Seville offering total peace and
tranquility, and sumptuous accommodation with
character and charm. Steeped in history, the property has
been the subject of a total sympathetic restoration over
the last 5 years, and now makes a wonderful retreat.
The outside area of the property is equally impressive with
a large outdoor pool, formal gardens and mature trees
that create cooling shade to complement the soothing
sounds of the central courtyard fountain. A wonderful
all-year round extravagance, the Palacio’s heated indoor
Moroccan inspired pool is sensorially intoxicating with
authentic hand-made tiles and intricate plasterwork –
every feature combines to create an exotic feeling of
sophisticated luxury.
A truly special place and a unique opportunity.

Fine & Country Marbella
Centro Plaza, Local 1 Avd. Manolette 1,
Nueva Andalucia, 29660, Spain
+34 952 930 532
marbella.puertobanus@fineandcountry.com

3,500,000€
7 bedrooms | 7 bathrooms
Elevator | Jacuzzi | Terrace
Heating
Surface: 1200m2
Plot: 35,000m2
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Spain
Marbella/Nueva Andalucia,
Andalucia area
Luxury new development of apartments
and penthouses.
New development comprising over 50 spacious and
bright apartments and penthouses of two, three and
four bedrooms. The communal Clubhouse with its two
swimming pools, spa, sauna, Jacuzzi, Turkish bath, ice
fountain and indoor swimming pool. Fitness area is in
the centre of the development and a third generous
swimming pool lies in the west, nestled amongst the
fresh, green landscaped gardens. Apartments include
private swimming pools set among the fresh vegetation.
All apartments have spacious, partially shaded terraces
that offer panoramic views of the surrounding countryside
and Gibraltar. Complex situated just above vibrant Puerto
Banús and overlooking three stunning golf courses, the
complex enjoys a superb location.

Fine & Country Marbella
Centro Plaza, Local 1 Avd. Manolette 1,
Nueva Andalucia, 29660, Spain
+34 952 930 532
marbella.puertobanus@fineandcountry.com
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From 565,000€
3 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms
Stunning sea views
Surface: from 90m2 to 282m2 + terrace
Plot: community gardens and pools
New development
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UK
Streetly Wood, Sutton Coldfield
This amazing seven bedroom, 6,500 sq. ft. prestigious
property is set in 1½ acres of stunning landscaped
grounds on a private gated road. Built in 1906, it boasts
a wealth of period features with a contemporary twist
offering a wonderful family home, perfect for entertaining,
with detached leisure complex including heated pool.

Fine & Country Sutton Coldfield
322 Lichfield Road
Sutton Coldfield B74 2UG
+44 (0)121 272 6900
sutton@fineandcountry.com

offers over £2,000,000
5 receptions | 7 bedrooms
4 bathrooms
Summer house | Pool house
EPC Rating: E
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South Cheam
Boasting 7,500 sq. ft. of accommodation and a prime plot
within a private road, rest assured the interior is every
bit as impressive as the exterior. High spec fixtures and
fittings, eco features, spiralling staircase, courtyard garden,
underground parking and swimming pool promise the
new owner a lifestyle choice second to none.
Featured luxuries include Miele and Gaggenau appliances
and made-to-measure Corian work surfaces: all go
towards creating a sumptuous environment which feels
healthy, modern and eco-friendly. Moving to the outside
elements of the house, the formal courtyard is off-set by
the relaxed main garden with its expanse of lawn, space
for a trampoline, oblong swimming pool and covered
seating/changing area.
Locally, the area is prestigious and for those who play golf,
The Drive runs adjacent to Banstead Downs golf course.

Fine & Country Cheam
28 Ewell Road, Cheam Village
Surrey SM3 8BU

OIEO £3,000,000
5 receptions | 5 bedrooms
4 bathrooms
Garden size: 127ft x 101ft

+44 (0)20 8770 3377
cheam@fineandcountry.com
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Emerson Park, Hornchurch
Emerson Park is an exclusive location being renowned for
its leafy tree lined avenues and high calibre properties.
This fabulous home is no exception boasting four
reception rooms, a bespoke “Clive Christian” kitchen,
six bedrooms, four bathrooms and an in-ground heated
swimming pool with fabulous summer house and
changing facilities.
Standing on a plot of approximately a third of an acre
the present owners have combined their desire for
beautiful contemporary décor with an exceptional
living space whilst the nearest rail service in Gidea Park
provides access to Stratford and London Liverpool Street
(approximately 24 minutes) and is due to be enhanced
by Cross Rail providing a better service into London and
Heathrow Airport. The M25 is just a short drive away
providing excellent road links to both Stansted and
Gatwick airports and beyond.

Fine & Country Hornchurch
18 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex
RM11 1QP
+44 (0)1708 841000
hornchurch@fineandcountry.com

£2,250,000
2 receptions | 6 bedrooms
4 bathrooms
Summer house | Pool house
EPC Rating: C
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Saltdean, Brighton
Sitting on a quiet road in the peaceful coastal village of
Saltdean to the east of Brighton, this recently built home
commands breathtaking uninterrupted sea views and
has been created with superb attention to detail. This is
a fantastic opportunity to acquire an exceptional doublefronted home whose spacious layout optimises the flow
of natural light with its vaulted entrance hall, bi-fold doors
and south facing balconies. Contemporary interior design
blends seamlessly with an elegant colour scheme and the
property’s seafront location means that the beach and
coastline is visible throughout the house. No onward Chain.

Fine & Country Brighton and Hove
46 Church Road, Hove
East Sussex BN3 2FN

OIEO £1,200,000
2 receptions | 4 bedrooms
3 bathrooms

+44 (0)1273 739911
brightonandhove@fineandcountry.com

EPC Rating: D
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Hailsham, East Sussex
Hailsham Grange was formerly called The Old Vicarage
and was probably built by the Rev. Odiane Hooper who
was the vicar from 1753 – 1769. The building combines
the formality of the Queen Anne period and the Dutch
influence of William and Mary, with its classical symmetry,
graceful lines and impressive accommodation. The
property has been much improved and updated in recent
years, including new bathroom suites, but great care has
been taken to retain the unique character of the period
including several feature fireplaces. The extremely well
proportioned accommodation is arranged over three
floors with the entire second floor accessible from the
main body of the house or useable as a self-contained flat
with private entrance.

Fine & Country Uckfield
160 High Street, Uckfield
East Sussex, TN22 1AT

£1,450,000
2 receptions | 9 bedrooms
3 bathrooms

+44 (0)1825 767575
uckfield@fineandcountry.com

EPC Exempt
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Eathorpe, Leamington Spa
A rare opportunity to acquire a stunning unique six
bedroom detached Victorian house and barn conversion
providing in excess of 5,000 sq. ft. of modern living space.
Stoneyford House sits in a plot of over 1 acre just off the
ancient Roman Fosse Way on the outskirts of Eathorpe
village, east of Leamington Spa.

Fine & Country Leamington Spa
158 Parade Leamington Spa
Warwickshire CV32 4AE

Guide price £1,200,000
6 receptions | 6 bedrooms
4 bathrooms

+44 (0)1926 455950
leamington@fineandcountry.com

EPC Rating: D
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Kites Hardwick, Warwickshire
This well recognised Georgian house dating from the very
early 19th Century has over the course of the last five years
been fully modernised and thoughtfully extended
in recent years. This has included: full re-wiring, new
oil-fried central heating, re-fitted kitchen and bathrooms
as well as substantially upgrading the insulation and new
or refurbished sash windows. There is also a new single
storey extension to the North of the house which attaches
to the guest cottage. Whilst the house is semi-detached,
you are blissfully unaware of immediate neighbours.
There is a large outbuilding and formal gardens of
0.79 of an acre with rose and parterre gardens.

Fine & Country Rugby
5 Regent Street
Rugby CV21 2PE

Offers over £650,000
2 receptions | 4 bedrooms
2 bathrooms

+44 (0)1788 820062
rugby@fineandcountry.com

EPC Exempt
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Abbotsley, Cambridgeshire
A stunning unique barn conversion, offering over
6,600 sq. ft. of beautifully presented accommodation.
The property comprises five bedrooms with en suites,
kitchen breakfast living room, three reception rooms,
including a vaulted drawing room with galleried library
above, all with underfloor heating served by a ground
source heat pump, also providing hot water and including
heating of the indoor pool. There is garaging for eight cars.
There is also potential to create a self-contained annexe.

Fine & Country St. Neots
4 - 6 Market Square, St. Neots
Cambridgeshire PE19 2AW

£2,100,000
3 receptions| 5 bedrooms
6 bathrooms

+44 (0)330 333 106
inresidence@fineandcountry.com

EPC Rating: C
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Parkway, Shudy Camps
The high standards and level of quality in the build of this
contemporary barn-style home are very much apparent
on entering through the front door into the hallway. The
open plan kitchen/dining room is the heart of the house.
Previously three separate rooms, the owners have opened
up this area to form a warming yet spacious kitchen
based around the breakfast bar and adjoining work
units complete with very recent high end appliances.
The floor-to-ceiling window brings the garden inside and
floods the room with natural light. The exposed brick wall,
tiled floor and wooden units provide the feeling of
a warming, inviting and vibrant farmhouse kitchen,
ideal for family life.

Fine & Country Cambridge
7 Signet Court, Swann Road
Cambridge CB5 8LA

Guide price £750,000
4 receptions | 3 bedrooms
4 bathrooms

+44 (0)1223 363700
cambridge@fineandcountry.com

EPC Rating: F
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Introducing
Fine & Country Golf
Fine & Country Golf offers access to an exclusive portfolio
of the most sought after current and future golfing real
estate developments around the world.
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F

ine & Country Golf is a dedicated specialist
division of the multi-award winning
Fine & Country estate agency that markets
and sells properties from an exclusive portfolio of
elite golf developments around the globe.
Fine & Country offers a tailored service meeting
the specific needs of today’s property developers,
from innovative and focused marketing strategies to
development brand identity and bespoke marketing.
Through an extensive network of over 300 offices
worldwide, Fine & Country provides local knowledge
and expertise in the property sector whilst offering
international referral opportunities and marketing
facilities. Fine & Country Golf offers a one-stop solution
for any property purchaser looking to buy or invest in
prestigious golf properties in some of the world’s finest
golfing destinations.
Fine & Country is the preferred partner of an elite
selection of leading brands in the golf industry, and
European Tour Properties, a network of world class golf
venues located in key strategic golf markets, which
forms an integral part of The European Tour. n
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Bulgaria
Fine & Country Golf
119 -121 Park Lane
London W1K 7AG
+44 (0) 207 030 3590
golf@fineandcountry.com
97,250,00€
2 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms apartment
Views towards 15 hole fairway and sea
Build area: 121.57m2
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Lighthouse Golf & Spa Resort

L

ighthouse Golf & Spa Resort is part of the
exclusive European Tour Properties network
of world class golf venues. Situated near the
historical town of Balchik, Bulgaria, 40km from Varna
International Airport, the resort is at the heart of Cape
Kaliakra’s signature Golf Coast, which is renowned for its
lush, green landscapes and spectacular coastline.
The venue’s par 71 Lighthouse course sits on top of
towering white cliffs, commanding breathtaking
views over the Black Sea. Complimented by the two
neighbouring golf courses, all within a radius of 6km, the
venue is simply a golfer’s paradise.
In addition to its signature 18-hole golf course, which
is ranked among the top 100 in Europe and designed by
Major Champion, Ian Woosnam, the venue comprises a
stylish clubhouse, a golf academy with superb practice
facilities plus a state-of-the-art Spa and Wellness
Centre of some 3,000m2. Various restaurants and bars, a
sports center with tennis courts and football pitch and a
sandy stretch of beach with its own bar all round off the
extensive list of facilities available at Lighthouse Golf &
Spa Resort.
The resort offers a broad range of real estate
opportunities perfect for those seeking a vacation and
wishing to enjoy the various leisure facilities offered
on site.
The properties for sale include apartments, semidetached houses and villas of various sizes and attractive
designs. The residential and recreation activities
have been designed by leading architects to provide
comfortable accommodation and world-class facilities,
fully integrated within the beauty of the natural
landscapes and offering views onto the golf course and
the spectacular sea landscapes. All of the properties
feature delightful architectural design and offer airy,
light filled living areas, large balconies and beautiful
private gardens.
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Spain
PGA Catalunya

L

Located less than an hour from the vibrant
metropolis of Barcelona, 20 minutes from
the glorious beaches of the Costa Brava and
just 15 minutes from the historic town of Girona, PGA
Catalunya Resort is one of the world’s leading real estate
developments and fully-serviced lifestyle resorts.
Since inception, the resort has evolved from a luxury
villa development surrounded by two championship golf
courses, to a world-leading and next generation luxury
resort development, offering an array of leisure facilities and
sports amenities, including a five star luxury hotel, Hotel
Camiral, a member of Leading Hotels of the World.
With its credible and highly successful background, PGA
Catalunya Resort continues to lead the way offering secure,
high-quality real estate investments.
Invest in your piece of PGA Catalunya Resort by purchasing
the stunning new Sifera villa. Wood and glass are the
key features of this home connecting the owners directly
with nature and the local Catalan countryside. Panoramic
windows create an ambiance that is bright and open in
the day while at the same time cosy and private at night,
enhanced by the glazed reception area at the entrance.
The living area offers a spectacular vista over fairway 15
of the award-winning Stadium Course, recently voted
again as the number one golf course in Spain, and the
wonderful surrounding landscape. Built on a single storey
with separate living areas, three spacious bedrooms and an
open-plan designer kitchen made by Bulthaup, this villa is
perfect for entertaining with direct access to the spacious
outdoors area, terrace, garden and custom-designed
infinity pool.
In 2018, PGA Catalunya Resort continues investing in its
overall Master Plan as a leading, next-generation resort and
residential community for buyers and visitors.
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FROM FINE & COUNTRY

Fine & Country Golf
119-121 Park Lane
London W1K 7AG
+44 (0) 207 030 3590
golf@fineandcountry.com
From 1,200,000€
Size: 740m2
Total Plot Size: approximately 1,065 sq. m.
Architects: Josep Camps, Olga Felip
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FROM FINE & COUNTRY

Fine & Country Golf
119-121 Park Lane
London W1K 7AG
+44 (0) 207 030 3590
golf@fineandcountry.com
750,000,00€
4 en suite bedrooms
Private Swimming Pool
24-Hour Security
Plot: 1,026m2
Build area: 288m2
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Portugal
Bom Sucesso Resort

B

om Sucesso Resort, is much more than a
resort! It’s a unique project, conceived in detail
by twenty-three internationally renowned
architects such as Pritzker Prize award winners Souto
Moura or Siza Vieira.
Located on the banks of Óbidos Lagoon near the beautiful
and historic town of Obidos and 80km from Lisbon and
its airport, this is a place of authentic beauty.
Developed in an area of about 160 hectares, phases I and
II of Bom Sucesso Resort will contain 601 houses – both
villas and townhouses – a Souto Moura’s original 5 Star
Luxury Hotel with a spa, an 18 hole Championship Golf
Course designed by Donald Steel, an unparalleled range
of facilities and a large ecological reserve.
Planned under an innovative concept in the market
place, Bom Sucesso merges both contemporary
architecture and nature in a perfect symbiosis which is
totally supportive of the original concept and strategy
for the resort. Working together, the internationally
renowned masters of contemporary architecture and
specialized landscapers have strategically implemented
this symbiosis and created something special which
values the concept for the entire resort whilst respecting
the needs of the individual areas. The authors have
obeyed a set of rules that provide for the formal unity of
the project, whilst simultaneously implementing their
own original and specific design characteristics. Among
these rules, and vital for the originality of the resort, is
the fact that all rooftops are covered in greenery as well
as all the separations between plots.
The final outcome is a stimulating, pioneering and
innovative project. Unique and breathtaking!
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Fine & Country International

HEAD OFFICE

LONDON
119-121 Park Lane, Mayfair
London W1K 7AG
Tel: +44 20 7079 1515
Fax: +44 20 7629 2329
parklane@fineandcountry.com
Fine & Country Golf
Tel: +44 20 7030 3590
golf@fineandcountry.com

AUSTRALIA

SYDNEY
316 New South Head Rd
Double Bay, NSW, 2028
Tel: +61 1300 960 037
contact.au@fineandcountry.com

CYPRUS

LARNACA
3-7 Arch. Makarios Ave
Nicolaides Sea View City Showroom 3
6017 – Larnaca
Tel: +357 24828240
cyprus@fineandcountry.com

FRANCE

CANNES
13 Rue Pasteur, Cannes 06400
Tel: +33 492 592593
cannes@fineandcountry.com

HUNGARY

BUDAPEST
Palazzo Dorottya, Apaczai Csere Janos utca 15
1051 Budapest, Hungary
Tel: +36 1 374 0129
hungary@fineandcountry.com

ITALY

ROVERETO
Via Santa Maria 7, Rovereto 38060
Tel: +39 3479 944 378
rovereto@fineandcountry.com
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MALTA

ST JULIANS
92, George Borg Olivier Street
St Julians STJ1080
Tel: +356 21384688/9
info.malta@fineandcountry.com

MAURITIUS

ARSENAL
Riviere Citron
Arsenal, 20101
Tel: +230 269 1800
mauritius@fineandcountry.com

NAMIBIA

RUSSIA

ST. PETERSBURG
Office 7, House 43, Furshtatskaya Street
St. Petersburg, 191123, Russia
Tel: +7 (812) 322-52-01
Tel: +7 (812) 937-37-47
stpetersburg@fineandcountry.com

SOUTH AFRICA

RIVONIA
International Realty, 29 Autumn Street
Tel: +27 11 234 6545
support.sa@fineandcountry.com

SPAIN

WINDHOEK
Post street 10\11, Kaiserkrone
Tel: +264 61 229306
admin@fineandcountry.co.na

MALAGA
Alameda Principal No 7
29001 Málaga
Tel: +34 608 77 39 23
spain@fineandcountry.com

PORTUGAL

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS

ESTORIL
Avenida Aida
Edifício Arcadas do Parque, Loja 19
2765-187 Estoril
Tel: +351 214 643 636
infoirg@fineandcountry.com
ALGARVE
Praia da Carvoeiro
Rua do Barranco, 62
Carvoeiro, 8400-569 Lagoa
Tel: +351 282 354 140
algarve@fineandcountry.com

ROMANIA

BUCHAREST
5B Strada Gheorghe Lazar, GF Sector 1
10201 Bucharest
Tel: +40 21 300 56 04
romania@fineandcountry.com

JERSEY
5 King Street, St Helier, Jersey JE2 4WF
Tel: +44 1534 840022
jersey@fineandcountry.com

UAE

DUBAI HEAD OFFICE
Saba Tower 1, Office 301, Jumeirah Lakes Tower
Tel: +971 4 427 0202
info@fineandcountry.ae

USA

FLORIDA
9550 West US Hwy 192, Clermont
Florida 34714, USA
Tel: +1 407 908 0082
florida@fineandcountry.com

WEST AFRICA

LAGOS
13 Adetokunbo Ademola St. Victoria Island
Tel: +234 12710722
maitamaheights@fineandcountryng.com
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STRATEGY FOR SUCCESS

A strategy
for success

OPEN YOUR DOOR
TO THE WORLD
Market your property with Fine & Country
in over 300 locations across 5 continents

Professional property marketing on a local,
regional, national and international level.

For more information or for a free valuation,
please contact: +44 (0)207 079 1515
parklane@fineandcountry.com
fineandcountry.com
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exclusivE
HOME worldwide

BESPOKE TO YOU
EXCLUSIVE HOME WORLDWIDE | ISSUE 33 | 2018

INTERIOR STYLE:

On the shelf
The art of displaying trinkets
takes a surprising amount of skill

TRAVEL:

The choice of kings
Cascais was a minor fishing village until
King Luís I chose it as his royal summer retreat

INSIDE AND OUT
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City centre properties offer easy
access to a plethora of restaurants,
amenities and culture
£3.95 | €5.95 | $7.10

Fine & Country Interior Design
+44 (0)203 490 5855
interiordesign@fineandcountry.com
fineandcountry.com/interior-design

I N T E R I O R D E S I G N

Cosmopolitan
city living
£3.95 | €5.95 | $7.10 | ISSUE 33 | 2018

				

Experience a first-class service, whether you require a complete redesign of your home interior,
simply want to add a touch of your personal style or stage your home for sale, our designers will
make sure every detail is perfect, even down to the very last stitch.

PROPERTY HIGHLIGHT:
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